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Analog and mixed signal device testing is resource intensive due to
the spectral and temporal specifications of the input/output interface signals.
These devices and circuits are commonly validated by parametric specifica-
tion tests to ensure compliance with the required performance criteria. Ana-
log signal complexity increases resource requirements for the Automatic Test
Equipment (ATE) systems used for commercial testing, making mixed sig-
nal testing resource inefficient as compared to digital structural testing. This
dissertation proposes and implements a test ecosystem to address these con-
straints where Built In Self Test (BIST) modules are designed for internal
stimulus generation. Data learning and processing algorithms are developed
for output response shaping. This modified output response is then compared
against the established performance matrices to maintain test quality with
low cost receiver hardware. BIST modules reduce dependence on ATE re-
sources for stimulus and output observation while improving capability to test
vii
multiple devices in parallel. Data analysis algorithms are used to predict spec-
ification parameters based on learning methods applied to measurable device
parameters. Active hardware resources can be used in conjunction with post
processing resources to implement complex specification based tests within
the hardware limitations. This dissertation reviews the results obtained with
the consolidated approach of using BIST, output response analysis and active
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Mixed signal modules consist of digital and analog blocks and inter-
faces with vastly different test requirements and specifications for individual
components. Testing and validation of mixed signal blocks typically includes
stimulus generation and response observation in both analog and digital do-
mains. Analog stimulus and response signals have stringent temporal and
spectral requirements that are dictated by the final application of the analog
IP. Complex test hardware is required to meet these requirements; the higher
cost of this hardware results in a higher test cost for mixed signal modules.
Minimizing test cost can be achieved by various approaches, such as:
• Multi-Site Testing: Parallel testing for multiple Devices Under Test
(DUT) results in test cost reduction. Pin resource limitations and DUT
power requirements are major constraints which limit multi-site config-
urations. Limiting the use of ATE resources with BIST schemes may
enable further scaling of multi-site capabilities.
• Test Parallelization: Parallel testing attempts to independently test
various blocks in DUT with mutually-exclusive internal and ATE re-
sources. Due to ATE resource sharing limitations, this approach can
1
saturate for conventional testing methods. BIST schemes and output
analysis methods may aid parallel testing of various blocks if the depen-
dency on ATE stimulus and response capture resources can be reduced.
• Lower Cost Test Hardware: A low cost test solution can be provided
by reducing the ATE system capabilities. The number of power sup-
plies/signal pins/power specifications may be lowered as compared to a
full-capacity ATE to reduce cost. Use of innovative methods for stimulus
generation and response analysis is needed to maintain test quality with
limited resources available.
ATE used in digital domain address cost concerns by lowering tim-
ing/power or tester channel requirements. Very-Low-Cost (VLC) ATE sys-
tems are devised by optimizing the available ATE resources for performing
basic structural testing. Low pin speeds, reduced ATE channel resources,
minimal analog test hardware and reduced set of ATE power supplies may be
enforced in order to drive down the VLC-ATE cost. Although VLC-ATE are
capable of performing digital structural testing with available resources, they
have limited analog test capabilities. Adding analog stimulus generation and
response observation capabilities to VLC-ATE results in a overall test cost
increase.
Various practical factors in modern semiconductor manufacturing de-
mand high test coverage and test quality at minimal test cost [1]. Innovative
techniques are required to enable this optimization with approaches involving
2
BIST, output analysis methods and active test hardware.
Conventional VLC-ATE approaches typically use reduced resources at
the cost of lower test coverage. Only a limited set of selective IP may be
tested at wafer-sort stage if the entire DUT will be retested after packaging.
Low-speed ATE capabilities at probe environment due to hardware limitations
drive this constraint. Packaging costs and emergence of System in a Package
(SiP) systems make this approach impractical for some applications.
Modern System on a Chip (SoC) may use SiP, flip-chip or stacked die
packages which can cost a significant fraction of silicon fabrication. An escaped
defect at wafer-sort, when screened at package test, results in added cost when
the packaged part is discarded. SiP modules typically use a Known Good Die
(KGD) approach [1]. If VLC-ATE test done at wafer-sort for one of the n die
results in a test escape, the entire package with n − 1 good die is discarded,
with great cost implications.
BIST mechanisms to enable self-test involve an area overhead, resulting
in additional silicon fabrication cost. Modern sub-100nm fabrication nodes
have enabled progressively larger component densities, reducing silicon area
per component and thus effectively reducing the fabrication cost per compo-
nent. An approximate cost/transistor reduction of 29% is projected between
successive techonology nodes [2], while the ATE test cost is expected to in-
crease linearly per decade [1], independent of the process nodes being tested.
This trend supports aggresive use of BIST schemes where the test resources
can be lowered while marginally adding silicon area.
3
Functional testing is typically used to ensure test quality for mixed-
signal modules. The stimulus and output observation requirements for such
testing may not be provided by VLC-ATE. Design for Test (DFT) techniques
further reduce test development time and cost, reducing the engineering over-
head.
Semiconductor production test strategies need to optimize the test cov-
erage and quality to align with the outgoing device quality requirements and
cost constraints. This balance is further complicated for VLC-ATE, as the
resources available to enable tests are limited in nature. The aim of this
work is to achieve high test coverage and test quality while using VLC-ATE.
Novel BIST methods combined with active test hardware and response shaping
provide a converging ecosystem towards meeting this challenge. The multi-
pronged approach is reviewed in detail in the following sections of this disser-
tation.
Figure 1.1 represents the high level summary of the approach towards
providing a low-cost high-quality test solution for mixed signal devices.
BIST approaches involve fabricating stimulus generation and analysis
capability on-chip. BIST reduces reliance on the ATE resources and can enable
application specific stimulus generation. BIST modules may also be developed
to selectively observe internal nodes of mixed signal circuits in order to infer the
performance of the Circuit Under Test (CUT). On-chip stimulus generation
schemes for ramp generation, quiescent current testing and internal circuit
node access are discussed in the following sections.
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BIST modules can also be combined with response shaping methods
where the output response can be translated into a form compatible with VLC-
ATE. Response shaping and post-processing reduce the output observation and
analysis requirements for the VLC-ATE, enabling implementation of complex
test algorithms. Stimulus conditioning methods are used to enable low cost
signal generator modules for precision specification testing. Real time testing
of Analog to Digital Converters (ADC), curve fitting algorithms and alternate
test approaches for parametric analysis are proposed to reduce ATE response
observation capabilities.
Test resource reduction can also be performed by loopback methods
where DUT modules are combined to enable mutual test. Active loopback
methods presented in this work enable discrimination of spectral artifacts in
loopback environments.
This dissertation reviews the work towards enabling high quality/ low
cost testing of mixed signal devices. Following sections cover individual meth-
ods in detail. Prior work and solutions are described for each of the methods,
comparing the effectiveness of the methods described in this dissertation. Ex-
isting standard practices are described in detail with prevalent data to high-
light the improvement seen with our methodology.
Our work is geared towards enabling a global test resource optimization
over the current practices. While the innovative methods included approach
testing differently, fundamental test quality matrices remain unchanged. Each
of the BIST schemes are geared towards screening for random and systematic
5
defects. The coverage matrices provided in the later sections for each of the
schemes include defects of any origin – the methods are designed to screen
systematic failures introduced by design or process issues as well as statistically
expected random defects.
The ADC BIST methology offers a solution to optimize the outgoing
defects while using on-chip BIST – if no optimization is possible on a non-
mature design or process, the reduced coverage can be disabled to perform a
full ramp test on every device. While this does not use the complete optimiza-
tion potential offered by the BIST, it still provides a significant improvement
over a conventional ATE-ramp driven ADC test as no ATE resources are used
for stimulus generation.
Vector based testing of ADC provides relaxed response storage and
analysis criteria based on a functional vector formulated with the expected
error. A functional vector with zero tolerance for DNL can be easily formulated
if required by the ADC end application. As the complete ADC response is
analyzed in the method, any random or systematic errors, including artifacts
introduced by the ATE may be screened with this approach.
The PLL BIST methodolgy is an alternative approach to the existing
PLL lock test that provides additional parametric coverage. The test quality
matrix is improved by the virtue of this additional coverage and hence it
includes a consistent quality improvement over the existing methods.
Post processing and input stimulus conditioning methods included in
6
this dissertation have a similar approach where the methodlogy provides a
blanket coverage for random or systematic defects. While the input fidelity
requirements are relaxed, output test quality remains consistent.
Fault models considered for the simulations included introduction of a
single fault into the netlist, which is a superset of multi-fault models. Monte
Carlo simulations performed with the single fault introduction are more ag-
gressive w.r.t. multi-fault models and define the bounds for the multi-fault
models. This provides additional confidence in the effectiveness of the results
presented as any open loop system with multiple defects is easier to detect as
compared to a single fault when similar test cases and conditions are used.
Semiconductor quality matrices define the defectivity at the time of test
as well as through field use of the SoC. Semiconductor test needs to be geared
towards ensuring continued circuit functionality and performance through the
device life period. High Temperature Operating Life (HTOL) experiments are
performed during silicon characterization where accelerated stress is applied
on the DUT by operating the circuits at elevated voltage and temperature con-
ditions. Parametric performance of the DUT is characterized prior to applying
this HTOL stress and again redone after the stress duration. Any device that
meets the performance criteria (operating voltage, specification frequency, jit-
ter, signal-to-noise ration etc.) at the end of this experimental stress duration
is deemed to be functional at the end of its field operating life. As some per-
formance measurements may show degradation with HTOL, additional test
margin may need to be added when the DUT is intially tested, so that the
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degraded performance at the end of life cycle still meets or exceeds the criteria.
Covnentional tests may be used in order to characterize the DUT prior
to and after applying HTOL stress. As the proposed schemes provides alter-
nate and improved methods to test mixed signal modules, they can be easily
used as a replacement to conventional methods for reliability validation. The
characterization data obtained out of these schemes prior to HTOL stress will
be guard-banded based on the parametric shifts seen, and final production
criteria is finalized while accounting for the required specifications and this
guardband. The methods and procedures include in the dissertation are in-
terchangable with the conventional methods with improvements as the basic
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Analog stimulus generation and response observation constraints in
VLC-ATE limit their application for mixed signal testing. Mixed signal func-
tional testing requires stimulus with precise temporal and/or spectral compo-
nents which drives the requirements for precision hardware. On-chip sources
need to comply with the stimulus specifications and need to be carefully de-
signed to be accurate across a variety of operating and testing conditions.
Built-in ramp and triangle wave generator circuits have been a subject
of research and a large number of solutions have been proposed [3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9]. While silicon area minimization is a typical concern with BIST mod-
ules, designing a BIST module for VLC-ATE requires careful consideration of
voltage and clocking limitations of the test system. The stimulus generator is
clocked with 50% duty cycle to reuse any Phase Locked Loop (PLL) or ATE
clocks that may be available. A hybrid scheme is used to enable at-speed
testing of output pads and paths. A full-scan enabled sceheme requires all the
overhead bits to be shifted serially, increasing design timing closure and ATE
observation frequency requirements. Figure 2.1 represents the approach where
on-chip stimulus generation capability is used to reduce ATE dependence.
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Figure 2.1: BIST with On-Chip Stimulus Generation
2.1 On-Chip Stimulus Generator
A ramp input with a well characterized linear slope can be used effec-
tively for production testing of an ADC with either a histogram or the real-time
11
code analysis method discussed later in this dissertation. Multiple ramp gen-
eration schemes have been proposed in the past [3, 5, 9] with corresponding
trade-offs. Robustness to process variation is a crucial factor addressed in this
work which is necessary to make the BIST scheme manufacturable. Exter-
nal resource requirements for the BIST module also needs to be minimized to
























































Figure 2.2: Constant Current Source with Feedback Mechanism for Constant
Current Capacitor Charging
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2.1.1 Effect of Process Variation
The basic ramp generator involves an ideal constant current source
feeding an ideal capacitor in series. An exact charging current icharge and
load capacitance value would be required to ensure a constant-slope, constant-
period ramp out of this topology. If 0 V to V DD is the input swing spec for
the ADC, the input ramp should reach V DD at an exact time period t′ for
each cycle with a linear slope in the entire duration. Process variation affects
the ramp slope and linearity, making this basic stimulus generator of very
limited use for mass production testing.
Constant current charging of a capacitor C linearly increases the volt-
age across the plates – any process variation causing a change in capacitance
inversely affects the ramp voltage slope. Similarly, any variation in the current














Monte Carlo simulations across process corners clearly indicate that a
very precise process target is required to maintain required ramp slope for a
basic ramp generator. A feedback scheme is required for controllability of the
ramp. A variable feedback which can maintain a constant voltage ramp slope
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for any process variation in the capacitor or the current source is required
to enable compatibility with process variation. The feedback is required to
be dynamic to ensure linear operation in the presence of any load or line
variations.
Multiple schemes have been proposed for feedback [7, 9] which use a
feedback path to control bias current depending on mid-cycle samples from the
ramp voltage. Limited duty cycle latches are used in [7] to control charging and
discharging of a capacitor. The feedback scheme used in the implementation
is included in the Figure 2.2. Advantages of the topology used are covered
later in this section.
2.1.2 Feedback Mechanism for Process Independence




where Tper is the ramp period. Transistor M1 in Figure 2.2 is used to
reset capacitor C1. C1 is used as per-cycle-charge-storage for the comparator







VC1 = V DD else VC1 = 0V
Latches L2 and L3 are toggled by an offset clock to limit the conductive
phase of the combination latch –
Φ3 = Φ1 ∩ Φ2 (2.4)
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This offset phase Φ3 is generated out of an oversized gate delay and no ad-
ditional clocking source is required. When L2 and L3 conduct, capacitors C1
and C2 in Figure 2.2 are connected in parallel and a charge sharing current









Voltage across capacitor C2 is used to change the bias current in the constant
current source – if the Vramp < Vref at
Tper
2
, C1 will charge C2 to a higher
voltage value while for Vramp > Vref at
Tper
2
, C1 being at 0V , will partially
discharge C2, lowering the effective voltage across C2. A reduction in voltage
across C2 results in a lower gate bias for the current mirror, reducing load
charging current. Settling time for the ramp generator needs to be optimized
as ADC test can not begin until a consistent ramp slope is obtained. Using
wide transistors for latches L2 and L3 enables rapid charge sharing between C1
and C2 due to increased conductivity. It would also result in Vramp overshoot
and undershoot as excessive correction bias may be applied to the constant
current source. Transistor widths for L2 and L3 are thus optimized to stabilize
Vramp in approximately 6-7 cycles.
The current mirror circuit is implemented using semi-telescopic topol-
ogy and a capacitive load C1 is charged linearly using this current source.




value at time Tper
2
. The feedback scheme ensures a dy-
namic process-corner-independent stable operation providing positive or neg-
ative feedback which is determined by the results from the previous cycle.
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2.2 Scanable Interval Counter
A digital counter that shares synchronous clocking with the ramp gen-
erator is used as an interval counter in the BIST scheme. The interval counter
acts as an accurate approximation of the ramp stimulus as clocking resources
are synchronous. It provides a timing reference and the code-width is opti-
mized to provide adequate resolution without excessive silicon or timing over-
head.
A scan enabled 4-bit counter effectively provides one timing anchor for
each 28-bits of ADC output. Increasing the counter width provides additional
timing anchors, effectively resulting in more accurate Differential Non Linear-
ity (DNL) calculations at the cost of area overhead. A higher counter width
also increases silicon area and timing scan overhead; therefore counter width
needs to be optimized.
2.3 Hybrid BIST Scheme
The ADC output is routed to the output pads and observed using a
functional pattern. A full scannable scheme for ADC test requires the entire
code width to be output and scanned out at-speed, which may not be feasible
for a typical low cost ATE. For an n-bit code width ADC rated at foperational,
the required synchronous data transfer rate is represented as –



























































Figure 2.3: System Level Schematic for Hybrid BIST Scheme
A typical 12-bit ADC with sampling at 25MHz with a 4-bit interval counter
would result in a synchronous scan requirement of 400MHz, significantly higher
than the 25MHz scan limit. Such a high frequency requirement in the digital
block may also cause strict timing closure constraints. Running the ADC
slower than the rated speed would compromise test quality while it may limit
the data scan rates to fit within the ATE data rate.
The hybrid scheme is shown in Figure 2.3. This may be applicable to
SoC or SiP systems where the ADC output is accessible either as dedicated
outputs or muxed in a test mode. The overall error factor due to added noise
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is represented as follows –
εtotal = εADC−inherent + εramp−stimulus + εsystem (2.7)
The inherent ADC errors are not analyzed in detail as their intrinsic values
and probabilities can be assumed to be unchanged in the BIST scheme. Pro-
viding an internal stimulus and observing digital output nodes ensures that
the εADC−inherent estimate is very close to the ADC intrinsic error. Factors
εramp−stimulus and εsystem may encounter catastrophic errors in the presence
of fabrication defects but any errors which cause εramp−stimulus and εsystem to
be equal to 1 are very easily detected by observing the ADC outputs with
a functional pattern. The additional circuitry including the interval counter
and scan register is digital in nature and is not be affected by noise as long as
clean clocks are used to drive the blocks and setup/hold constraints are met.
Therefore, εramp−stimulus is the dominant component of the injected noise. The
ramp generator error can be further classified into two components – waveform
inherent errors in form of Integral Non Linearity (INL) and DNL and noise
added due to feedback mechanism. Switching noise added by the voltage feed-
back scheme is added to the ramp voltage peak noise. Feedback transmission





[NINL +NDNL +NRamp−Slope] (2.8)
where,
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NRamp−Slope = f[fab− corner,XstorW/L,Cout] (2.9)
The ADC testing is performed in a specialized test mode which can run concur-
rently along with other tests due to its resource independence in production
test. An initialization signal is provided to the ramp generator by the test
mode controller and the functional clocks are gated to the ADC, ramp genera-
tor and interval-counter. A functional pattern is designed to observe the ADC
and interval counter outputs in test mode. The functional pattern observing
these nodes is designed to enable data capture for performing Bit Error Rate
(BER) calculations to observe INL and DNL errors.
The hybrid BIST scheme is implemented using a 90nm CMOS library.
Multiple iterations of SPICE simulations were performed to minimize the ca-
pacitor values in the ramp generator feedback path to reduce the area over-
head. A smaller feedback capacitor requires a smaller trickle charge current
and would reduce the fabrication area at the cost of a marginally larger out-




for the charging circuit. Table 2.1 contains the result summary for Monte
Carlo simulations performed at the three process corners. The tight distribu-
tions for ramp voltage values and CpK (Process Capability) numbers indicate
robustness to process variations.
This BIST scheme enables use of VLC-ATE while adding a moderate
area overhead. Hybrid nature of the methodology enables at-speed testing us-
ing built-in stimulus while using low-end external test resources. The interval
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Table 2.1: System Level Post Layout Simulation Results
Time Bin.Code Ramp Voltage(Med.) Std Dev CpK
0 0000 0.003 V 0.22mV 12.24
1
4
× Tper 0100 0.2764 V 0.16mV 8.45
1
2
× Tper 1000 0.5513 V 0.09mV 7.45
3
4
× Tper 1100 0.8248 V 0.12mV 9.32
Tper 1111 1.0996 V 0.04mV 21.78
counter along with sequential analysis method can provide data required to
completely characterize the ADC.
2.4 Improvements Over Existing Work
Built-in ramp and triangle wave generator circuits have been a subject
of research for last few decades and a large number of solutions have been
proposed [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The stimulus generation scheme is directed at
optimizing silicon overhead as well as considering the voltage and clocking lim-
itations of low cost ATE. Ramp generation scheme proposed in [9] is robust
for process variation but requires a negative voltage supply available on the
DUT which is very rare for modern System on a Chip (SoC) and System in
a Package (SiP) systems. A single positive supply is used for all components
with a total of two differential clocks - a 50 percent duty cycle PLL-generated
clock may be produced on most low-cost ATE at the required high frequencies.
Using phase-shifted limited duty cycle clocks may require greater system re-
sources and may not be within the capabilities of a typical low cost ATE. Use
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of real-time code analysis method is a notable improvement for reducing test
time window and system memory requirements over the existing methods used.
The interval-counter which can be shifted out of a scanable register and is used
for the characterization calculations, which an improvement over the currently
used methologies. This counter indicates the estimated instantaneous input
stimulus value which is essential to perform accurate INL/DNL calculations
on ATE with limited computing resources. A hybrid scheme is used as against
a fully-scanable scheme as explained in [9] to enable at-speed testing of output
pads and paths. This enables at-speed functional testing which may not be
feasible for a full-scan scheme while adding topology limitations. A full-scan
scheme requires all the data and the overhead bits to be shifted serially, in-
creasing the frequency requirements of the ATE. A Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) based approach is not considered unlike earlier work [9], as an on-chip
DSP is less likely to be available for most of the modern DUTs. Analog blocks
are increasingly common on digital Application Specific Integrated Circuits
(ASICs) and SiP where access to DSP cores may not be available.
This approach gives versatility to the BiST scheme, making it portable
for a range of ADC IP as well as VLC-ATE configurations. The low-coverage
spot check testing, which involves providing a DC input to the ADC to check
its instantaneous output can provide cost savings for testing multiple types of
ADCs but is not compatible with delta-sigma ADCs where a monotonic input
signal rising to any predetermined level is required.
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Chapter 3
Vector Based Sequential ADC Testing
While intput stimulus requirements for ADC test can be met by the
BIST stimulus generator discussed in the previous section, conventional output
response analysis methods are commonly used for ADC testing. These legacy
methods, such as the histrogram method [5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12] provide required
test coverage at the cost of additional test time and processing resources.
The histogram test metholodology for ADC testing involves applying a slow
ramp stimulus to the ADC input for multiple ramp cycles and recording the
output response which is then represented as a histogram for analysis. Various
linearity test parameters are calculated from the histrogram representation
and are used as the screening criteria. Histogram analysis method requires
ATE memory and computational resources to calculate the INL and DNL
values from the measured ADC output data. The measured output codes
are stored in the memory while the data collection for the repeated ramp
signal is completed. This stored data is processed to extract the parametric
specification values.
The real-time-code-analysis method discussed in this section observes
ADC response using a functional vector which is formulated using the ADC
22
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Figure 3.1: Vector Based Real Time Response Analysis
parametric linearity test criteria. The vector based approach reduces memory
and processing constraints for the ATE while providing an output test quality
23
identical to the conventional histogram method. The approach is represented
in Figure 3.1 where real time and adaptive testing principles are applied to
enable vector based testing with existing ATE resources.
Use of VLC-ATE requires novel approaches for DUT response capture
and analysis to minimize resource requirements while maintaining the same
coverage and quality of conventional high-resource methodologies. The vector
based ADC sequential test methodology is directed at using lower compu-
tational and memory resources of the ATE. The approach enables the use
of VLC-ATE for response capture and enables test decision making by real-
time output observation with an ATE functional pattern. The sequential test
methodology offers lower test time as well as relaxed memory and processing
requirements for the ATE.
The various parameters used to characterize ADC performance can be
translated in terms of a digital functional pattern and the analysis is covered
later in this section.
This scheme is compatible with ADC configuration where n-bit ADC
outputs may or may not have external access. If the ADC nodes are not
externally accessible, a scan enabled scheme can be implemented to scan out
the ADC output – this serial data stream can be observed and compared
against the functional pattern constraints.
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3.1 Functional Testing and Analysis of ADC
ADC linearity response is characterized by parameters such as INL,
DNL, voltage offset and gain. Signicant test resources are used for measur-
ing these parameters during ADC test and therefore efficient capture methods
have been a topic of research [12, 13, 14, 15]. Efficient methods to calculate
these with minimal BIST area overhead and test time have been proposed [13],
almost all relying on the histogram method. A histogram test method involves
providing a characterized input signal (ramp, sinusoid etc.) with data padding
provided at the Vmin and Vmax range extremes of the ADC. Multiple repeated
instances of the input waveform are applied to the DUT and the resulting
output measurements are represented as a histogram for further analysis. His-
togram method of ADC analysis uses ATE memory to store the output code
samples collected from the DUT and the ATE computing resources are used
to perform analysis. This requires adequate storage memory and computing
power in the ATE to minimize test time overheads.
Complete characterization of an ADC typically involves computing the
following parameters by post processing the output data represented as a his-
togram. An ideal ADC transfer function contains a uniform distribution of
histogram bins for a linear input signal provided. The distribution contains
regularity defects in case of a practical ADC causing a non-uniform histogram.
If H(i) represents the ith output code of the ADC, the following ex-
pressions are used for calculating linearity test parameters –
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DNL: DNL is defined as the relative difference between the observed





When observed in terms of the ADC output response to a linear ramp input,
it can be defined as the difference between the actual step width and the value
of 1 Least Significant Bit (LSB). A DNL error specification is typically defined
to be ≤1 LSB to ensure a monotonic transfer function with no missing codes.
The ADC output should increase or remain constant for an increasing input
signal.
INL: INL is represented as the cumulative sum of the DNL values





The INL value is used as a measure of ADC response linearity. It is the
deviation of the output code from the ideal code value in terms of LSB or
Full Scale Range (FSR). The ideal ADC transfer function is linear with axial
intercepts at (0, 0) and (max code,max in) corners, any deviation of these
transfer function end points results in an offset at intermediate codes, captured
by INL calculation.
Offset: Offset represents the deviation of the ADC response curve from






Gain: Gain is the ratio between measurement count of any non-extreme
(min or max on full scale input) code H(i) and the ideal code count of Hideal.
The extreme codes are not considered, as typically additional input points are






As mentioned earlier, regularity defects affect output code distributions and
therefore a cumulative Gain is computed for n points around the center






The following terms are used with reference to ADC test methods:
Sampling Frequency (fs): It is the clock frequency provided to the
ADC. An output code is generated every 1
fs
seconds by the ADC.
Hits Per Code: Hits per code (HPC) is the number of outputs gen-
erated for each output code level in the test window. If test stimulus is a
linear ramp signal, an n-bit ADC test with HPC = k will have input stimulus




3.2 Translating ADC Output Codes to Parameters
Digital vectors are widely used for structural and functional testing of
digital devices. These vectors typically contain the driven input data as well as
checks for observing the circuit output response. The edge timing information
for driving and receiving data is defined separately and the vector can be
programmed to observe an output node in a specified time window.
Consider an n-bit ADC operating at a sampling frequency of fopr. The
ADC sampling frequency corresponds to the ADC clocking frequency. An n-
bit digital output code is converted every 1
fopr
seconds. If HPC = 1 for the
input ramp stimulus, the ideal response distribution is shown in Figure 3.2–
(a), where the ramp input is superimposed on the output step waveform. The
sampling instance falls at the exact center of the output step in the ideal case.
For an ideal ADC, each output code has a cardinal relationship with a specific
point on the input ramp which is repeatable in nature. For a practical and
functional ADC with HPC = 1, the code-center distribution can be assumed
to be Gaussian in nature as seen in Figure 3.2. Case (a) in the Figure 3.2
represents an error-free DUT response distribution where the code center has
a tight distribution (CpK ≥ 1.3) and case (b) where the outlier points in the
code distribution, shaded in Figure, fall under adjacent bins, resulting in a
non-zero DNL error.
The Gaussian distribution shown in Figure 3.2 can be represented in
































































































































































































































Figure 3.4: ADC Output Step Transition with HPC = k
All practical ADC tests involve HPC values which are greater than 1,
HPC = k results in k output codes generated per output level, each separated
by 1
fs×k in time.
For an ADC clocked at a frequency fs with HPC = k, the one-to-many
relationship between the output codes and the corresponding instantaneous
input ramp values can be represented as –
Ramp[i]↔ ADCout[j] (3.6)
for i = t′ to t′ + 1
fs
× k
Figure 3.3 shows three successive output levels j − 1, j and j + 1 ob-
served. The ideal code duration per ADC output step is 1
k×fs , as discussed
earlier. The edge transitions between output levels at ideal and non-ideal in-
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Table 3.1: Test Case for Ideal ADC Response for Steps in Figure 3.3
Digital Compare Vector
Sample [j − 1, i = 1]: . . . 1 0 1 . . .
Repeated k times total
Sample [j − 1, i = k]: . . . 1 0 1 . . .
Sample [j, i = 1]: . . . 1 1 0 . . .
Repeated k times total
Sample [j, i = k]: . . . 1 1 0 . . .
Sample [j + 1, i = 1]: . . . 1 1 1 . . .
Repeated k times total
Sample [j + 1, i = k]: . . . 1 1 1 . . .
stances are noted by transition edges (a,...,h). Samples (i = 1, ..., k) denotes
the k hits per code.
3.2.1 Translating DNL Errors to a Functional Vector
For an ideal ADC with 0 LSB DNL error, the probability of error
function for any recorded sample is –
Pε[l,m, 0/1] = 0 (3.7)
where,
l = 0 to 2n,
m = 0 to n,
0→ Error when ideal bit value is 0,
1→ Error when ideal bit value is 1.
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Table 3.2: DNL Errors Corresponding to DNL Transitions
Transition Edges Effective DNL Value
















For the ideal case mentioned above, a functional pattern used to ob-
serve the ideal 3 × k output samples for codes [...101..., ...110..., ...111...] is
represented in Table 3.1, where 0→(Expecting digit 0) and 1→(Expecting
digit 1).
The ideal step transition would result in transition edge (a) for [...101...→...110...]
and transition edge (h) for [...110...→...111...], with DNL = 0.
A practical ADC test situation involves a non-zero DNL and a maxi-
mum limit is allowed for the measured DNL value if the DUT is to be catego-
rized as acceptable.
If the [...101...→...110...] transition follows the edge (b), the sampled
output [j, i = 1] reads a [...101...] instead of the expected ideal [...110...]. The
sampled output [j, i = 2] still represents the ideal expected code output value
[...110...].
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The DNL errors corresponding to some of the transition edge combi-
nations are represented in Table 3.2
If the DNL value of 1
k
× LSB is accepted as the error allowance, the
functional test pattern can be modified to accommodate “don’t care” or “X”
symbols where the observed output bit is discarded and not used for decision
making.
The vector line corresponding to sample [j, i = 1] is therefore changed
from [...110...] to [...1XX...]; DNL errors thus can be translated into the com-
pare bits in functional patterns. The changes in the bit compare values are
represented in Table 3.3 as compared to Table 3.1.
3.2.2 Translating INL Errors to a Functional Vector
INL errors are ADC response linearity errors, either with or without
an initial voltage offset, as seen in Figure 3.4. The functional vector discussed
earlier covers detection of INL errors as any non-linear transfer curve shift
results in an adjacent code being erroneously generated at the ADC output
and depending on the l× LSB error margin limit added while generating the
vector, a device with excessive INL error can be screened.
The predetermined INL spec is thus coded into the test vector allowing
an error margin to comply with the specification requirements.
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Table 3.3: Test Case for Practical ADC Response with 2
k
× LSB DNL Al-
lowance
Digital Compare Vector
Sample [j − 1, i = 1]: . . . 1 0 X . . .
Sample [j − 1, i = 2]: . . . 1 0 1 . . .
Repeated k times total
Sample [j − 1, i = k − 1]: . . . 1 0 1 . . .
Sample [j − 1, i = k]: . . . 1 X X . . .
Sample [j, i = 1]: . . . 1 X X . . .
Sample [j, i = 2]: . . . 1 1 0 . . .
Repeated k times total
Sample [j, i = k − 1]: . . . 1 1 0 . . .
Sample [j, i = k]: . . . 1 X X . . .
Sample [j + 1, i = 1]: . . . 1 X X . . .
Sample [j + 1, i = 2]: . . . 1 1 1 . . .
Repeated k times total
Sample [j + 1, i = k]: . . . 1 1 1 . . .
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3.2.3 Translating Voltage Offset Errors
Similar screening can be done for the voltage offset. If a 1-bit LSB offset
is permitted by the specification, the first ADC output vector can be compared
against [...000X], where ‘X ′ denotes a “don’t care” compare operation. Similar
offset can be screened at Vmax, where the ADC output code is expected to be
[1...1] but can be checked against [1...1X].
3.3 Correlation with Experimental Results
The validity and fault coverage for this vector based approach is ver-
ified on a practical production test program used to test a 90nm ASIC on a
HP-93000 ATE. The production test program uses a conventional histogram
method for analyzing the ADC response. A slow input voltage ramp, gener-
ated by the ATE is fed to the ADC input. The input ramp goes 6% above
and below the ADC supply rail value to ensure all the output combinations
are covered by the input ramp range.
The overshoot and undershoot section of the input ramp waveform tests
the ADC performance to ensure that no glitches occur if the input exceeds the
rail-to-rail voltage range. The ADC output does not maintain cardinality for
out-of-range input ramp values; these values are lumped into codes correspond-
ing to 0 and Vmax.
ΨUndershoot = {n|n ∈ 0} (3.8)
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Figure 3.5: ATE Results: ADC Output Step Transition with HPC = 16
for the inductive set 0.
ΨOvershoot = {n|n ∈ Codemax} (3.9)
for the inductive set Codemax.
The DUT is operated in 10-bit mode and is tested for full resolution.
HPC value is set 16 while sampling frequency for the ADC is set at 48kHz.
The input signal ramp supplied and the resulting observed histogram
is included in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5–(a) represents the input ramp signal
provided while Figure 3.5–(b) represents the calculated histogram on the ATE.
ADC output data stream is collected for a passing as well as a marginal failing
device to observe the bit locations that cause the failure. The motivation for
selecting a marginal failure over a catastrophic failure (causing either a output
stuck-at fault or a dead output response) was that a marginal failure may not
significantly affect the nature of the histogram, minimally affecting the DNL
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and is more difficult to screen out as compared to a catastrophic failure.
The measured parameter values for the marginal part are presented
in Table 3.4. Typically average values are considered for HPC/DNL/INL
screen in the histogram method and the use of average value may be mask
localized marginalities – as the parameters are averaged for the entire code
width, a single marginal measurement may get averaged and become non-
distinguishable.
The recorded data stream is processed with a script to emulate the use
of a functional pattern. The error margin in the functional pattern is based
on the use of “don’t care” compare operations to not compare the leading
and trailing samples per bit for the specific bit transition associated with the
vector. By setting the HPClower limit at 15, the marginal DUT could be
screened with the functional pattern.
Vector based ADC testing can be a feasible alternative to the conven-
tional histogram method to reduce ATE memory and data processing require-
ments. As the vector based approach screens for output data marginalities per
cycle, no averaging artifacts which may cause error masking are present. The
specification values for various ADC parameters are coded into the functional
vector during the vector-generation phase. This also demonstrates the compat-
ibility of the functional test vector approach to ADC test with the ATE results
obtained for a conventional histogram test. The scheme can also be used with
any deterministic non-linear inputs such as a sine wave wtih reformulation of
the functional vectors.
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3.4 Improvements Over Existing Work
Histogram method to capture and analyze ADC output is the most
commonly used procedure to characterize linearity parameters of an ADC.
While a lot of research has been done in the area of generating stimuli on-
chip, most of the methods proposed and validated in [10, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12] use
variants of this method.
Method proposed in [10] reviews the code density analysis of the his-
togram test methodology where a variety of input stimulii are reviewed. It
decomposes the temporal and spectral components for analysis and analyzes
them to come up with application specific test solutions. Results presented
are limited to successive approximation ADC’s and while test time reduction
is estimated, this represents a marginal improvement over the existing code
density/histogram method.
Work in [11] proposes a consolidated spectral and histogram test method-
olgy where matrix manipulation is performed as post-processing on the cap-
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tured data. While this adds additional coverage for spectral performance, the
linearity/temporal test coverage and complexity remains unchanged.
The work reviewed in this sections provides significant improvements
over the histogram method by enabling real-time testing of ADCs using func-
tional patterns. This reduces overall test time window and system mem-
ory/processing requirements, supporting use of VLC-ATE resources for per-
forming temporal testing of ADCs.
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Chapter 4
Real-Time Dynamic Hybrid BIST
Comprehensive functional tests to find all detectable faults require a
long test time which results in a prohibitive cost. Real time data analysis
methods are used in digital testing and are combined with statistical tools, to
optimize the test cost and Defective Parts Per Million (DPPM) by real-time
analysis. BIST scheme reviewed in this section is compatible with adaptive
methods to optimize test time in production environments while controlling
the outgoing defective devices. The hybrid BIST scheme enables complete
ramp testing and reduced coverage testing with VLC-ATE with a BIST mode.
Figure 4.1 represents the components of this scheme where on-chip stimulus
generation schemes are combined with statistical calculation resources on ATE
in order to create a dynamic test scheme.
Dynamic test flows are increasingly used in digital semiconductor pro-
duction testing to optimize the test costs and DPPM requirements for the
target application [17, 18]. This approach includes testing the overall popula-
tion with a reduced-coverage test with lower test time while a pre-determined
number of samples of DUT are tested with the full-coverage test with high
test time. Statistics are collected on those sampled DUTs and real time deci-
40
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Figure 4.1: Adaptive BIST Schedule with Compatibility with Real Time Test-
ing
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sions are taken by the tools to run the full coverage test if the DPPM value
is beyond the acceptable range. In case of digital patterns, the DPPM value
is considered, while for analog tests where parametric measurements are re-
quired, measurement distributions may be observed by this external tool. This
approach can be easily applied when mixed signal circuits are tested using a
regular full-functionality tester, as a variety of stimuli can be programmed on
the ATE. Ability to support high and low coverage stimuli gives versatility to
the BIST scheme, making it portable for a range of ADC IP across VLC-ATE
configurations.
A gross fabrication defect present in the ADC module is likely to cause a
catastrophic failure of the ADC, affecting multiple output code combinations.
f(v1analog)
ADC→ C[r, n] (4.1)
where,
r: Output code range 2n for an n− bit ADC.
n: Code width in bits.
This cardinal functional relationship between ADC inputs and outputs
is violated for multiple output codes in case of a catastrophic failure.
A spot-check or a code-offset test can be used to detect such catas-
trophic failures. This approach involves applying a fixed DC voltage level to
the ADC and observing the ADC output. ADC transfer function is used to
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map the applied analog input to the output matrix. Figure 4.2 represents the
spot-check method of reduced-coverage functionality testing of ADCs where
analog voltages v1 or v2 are applied to the ADC input – the corresponding
output codes, tested by the ATE digital pattern, are obtained by the ADC
transfer function –
f(v1)
ADC→ C[v1, Kni=1] (4.2)
and,
f(v2)
ADC→ C[v2, Kni=1] (4.3)
This methodology optimizes the test time for the DUT at the expense
of reducing test coverage. Limited number of output codes are tested on the







Figure 4.2: Spot-Check Voltage Input and Corresponding Response
When such spot-check methods are used on mixed-signal ATE, the
analog voltage values v1 or v2 are provided by the analog resources of the
ATE. Non-availability of such a reliable and consistent analog voltage level
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may pose a problem when VLC-ATE are used and hence a band-gap circuit
based voltage level generator is incorporated in the BIST scheme. Use of a
bandgap circuit [19, 20] provides a process-independent reliable internal volt-
age reference within the BIST controller, making the BIST scheme compatible
with reduced coverage spot-check testing on VLC-ATE. An on-chip bandgap
circuit may also be shared with other test/mission mode applications if the
provision is available.
4.1 Real-Time Dynamic Production Testing
The BIST scheme thus achieves compatibility with the external tools
that can be used to switch between the limited and full coverage tests on suc-
cessive DUT without using any additional ATE resources. ATE production
testing with an option to switch between coverage levels has been a topic of re-
search [18] as it offers a cost optimized test solution. Depending on the DPPM
extrapolations performed on the basis of full-coverage test samples, real-time
decisions are taken to either resume the low-cost-low-coverage testing or and
to enable the full-coverage testing while maintaining an acceptable DPPM.
The algorithms are not visited in detail for the purpose of validating the BIST
scheme. The various test time vs quality matrices used for such dynamic
testing are application and customer specific and are typically determined at
product level.
Figure 4.3 represents the dynamic test flow used in a typical test setup.
If a limited-coverage spot-test check is enabled, the short test is performed on
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the DUT. If the setup is programmed to run the full coverage test suite on
every nth unit, the pass/fail value for the full coverage test on the unit is used
to extrapolate a DPPM value from the total number of units tested till that
instant. A decision is made to switch to full coverage if DPPM > Spec Limit,
otherwise the reduced-coverage test with nth-unit-full-test sampling is reverted
back.
Execute Reduced-Coverage 

























Figure 4.4: Bandgap Reference Circuit Used
4.2 On-Chip Stimulus Generator
Availability of an on-chip stimulus generator is crucial to eliminate the
need of expensive analog testers. The process-compensated ramp generator
described in the prior sections is used for ADC linearity testing. Code-offset
testing of ADCs requires a DC stimulus which is generated on chip by using
a bandgap reference circuit.
Bandgap reference circuits have been developed [19, 20] in order to
provide a reliable, process-independent and consistent DC voltage reference
on chips. Availability of such a voltage reference eliminates the need to have
an ATE-supplied DC voltage for ADC spot-check test. A sub-1V bandgap
circuit [20] is used over a typical 1.25V circuit to provide an approximately
V DD
2
analog voltage to the ADC when the BIST controller enables the reduced-
coverage spot-test.
The bandgap circuit in Figure 4.4 is designed to provide a voltage





























































Figure 4.5: System Level Schematic for Hybrid Dynamic BIST Scheme
shown in [20].
When the module is programmed for the spot-check BIST test, the Vref
value is applied internally to the ADC input through an analog multiplexer.
Selecting full-coverage ramp test enables the rampout signal node connected
to the same multiplexer.
4.3 Hybrid BIST Controller and the BIST Scheme
The system level hybrid BIST scheme is shown in Figure 4.5. Any
loading of ADC inputs is limited to ensure that mission mode performance is
not impacted due to the BIST scheme. A single mode-select multiplexer is
used to toggle between test mode and functional mode, the functional analog
input is provided by the mission-mode source. Use of a single analog multi-
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plexer makes the ADC input immune to additional loading due to other BIST
components. The various important functional blocks of the BIST scheme are
as follows:
• BIST Controller: This control module interacts with the DUT for
mode selection. Either a direct ATE interface using shared IO resources
or a register read operation can be used for this purpose. The DUT/ATE
programs the control module in TEST mode while specifying the use of
either full-coverage test or the limited coverage spot-check test. The
controller then provides a select signal to the mode-select multiplexer
and the analog multiplexer accordingly enables the corresponding BIST
stimulus generator module.
• BandGap Voltage Source: A process-independent DC voltage refer-
ence is included and is fed to the ADC during spot-check mode.
• Ramp Generator Module: The ramp generator module includes the
constant current source with feedback mechanism required to provide
process independence. The ramp generator output is routed to the feed-
back module and the analog multiplexer which is used to select between
the ramp generator and the constant voltage source.
• Interval Counter: The counter output is scan-enabled and can be
shifted out of a scan register included in the BIST scheme.
• ADC: This is the 12-bit ADC IP present in the DUT. The ADC out-
put nodes are connected directly to the ATE channel resources and this
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scheme can be used for any ADC which has test accessibility to its output
buffers.
Concurrent execution of ADC test can be enabled along with other
blocks due to independent resources used. An initialization signal is provided
to the ramp generator by the test mode control block and the functional clocks
are gated to the ADC, the ramp generator and interval-counter blocks. A
functional pattern designed to screen for INL, DNL, offset and gain is used for
observing the interval counter and ADC outputs.
4.4 BIST Scheme Circuit Implementation
The system level topology used for simulation includes a tracking ADC
along with the ramp and constant voltage generator for the spot-check scheme.
A tracking ADC configuration is chosen for the BIST scheme to capture the
mixed nature of the ADC characteristics. Unlike a flash ADC, a tracking
ADC does not initialize to represent its analog input correctly. A ‘catch up’ is
required for the internal up-down counter to provide enough pulses so that the
output can track and reach the same digital voltage level as the input signal.
This tracking delay is a typical characteristic of multiple types of ADCs and
checking the performance of the two BIST methods with this design makes it
more universally acceptable.
The tracking time τ for the ADC to reach a voltage level Vi from ini-
tialization can be well characterized in simulation for various process corners.
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The constant input needed for the limited-coverage spot test can be applied
for the duration τ + δτ to provide adequate settling time. This time duration
can be controlled by the ATE interface signals provided to the BIST controller
and is an added feature to test such tracking ADC configurations, which are
not typically tested with spot-check methods.
The hybrid BIST scheme is implemented using a 90nm CMOS library.
Post layout simulations were performed for ramp generator in the BIST scheme
across process corners to confirm the SPICE simulation results. A 12-bit
ADC configuration was used in the simulation which closely matches a typi-
cal general-purpose on-chip ADC. Post layout simulations for the spot-check
stimulus generation circuit across process corners confirm the findings in [19].
Table 4.1 summarizes the results for the three process corners, the standard de-
viation point lies within the 3 × LSB of the ADC, demonstrating the stimulus
process-independence and stability.
Area overhead of a BIST scheme is a measure of merit as it directly
translates to the die-area and the die repeatability on a production wafer.
The silicon area of the individual blocks of the BIST scheme is presented
in Table 4.1. The overall area overhead of the BIST scheme is 867.5µm2,
which translates to an area overhead of 5.84%. A 12-bit ADC module of area
0.014mm2 is used for simulations.
The ADC BIST enables linearity testing with VLC-ATE while adding a
moderate area overhead. Hybrid nature of the methodology enables at-speed
testing using built-in stimulus while using low-end external test resources.
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Slow 519mV 0..11000001 6.1mV 2.26
Nom 529mV 0..11000101 7.3mV 2.71
Fast 534mV 0..11000111 6.8mV 2.52
The interval counter along with sequential analysis method can provide data
required to completely characterize the ADC.
Availability of spot-check or reduced coverage testing provides com-
patibility with innovative dynamic testing tools. Basic low-cost-testing can
be performed on VLC-ATE, with an option of full coverage to align with the
established DPPM quality matrices.
The fault coverage matrix for the DUT remains unchanged in this BIST
scheme as the BIST mechanism replicates the analog functional testing done
in a non-BIST environment. This ensures that the ADC output data can
be processed by conventional analysis methods and no engineering overhead
would be needed to apply established quality metrics to the observed data.
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4.5 Improvements Over Existing Work
Existing schemes and proposals for adaptive test methodlogies concen-
trate on digital circuits where non-parametric testing is performed to deter-
mine circuit functionality. Use of adaptive test methods can help optimize
test cost while maintaining acceptable defectivity as represented in [17, 18].
The proposed BIST scheme provides compatibility with the existing software
resources that support adaptive testing which is a novel approach for low-
resource mixed signal testing.
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Chapter 5
Quiescent Current Measurement with a
Built-In Current Sensor
Parametric defects are of increasing concern in the sub-65nm process
technologies due to fabrication imperfections. While catastrophic faults result
in non-functional devices, parameteric faults may result in performance degra-
dation. CMOS circuits require voltage biasing for operation and draw finite
current. This voltage/current (VI) behavior is well defined in quiescent as well
as active states. Device state and process parameters govern the VI charac-
teristics, and catastrophic as well as parametric defects present in CUT may
result in deviation from the ideal VI characteristics. DC testing of circuits
is therefore an established semiconductor production test practice to screen
defective devices.
Modern SoC designs combine diverse functionality on a chip, which
results in the presence of a variety of modules on the same silicon die. Multiple
blocks operating at the same voltage may share power planes in the design
in order to reduce metal-level layout complexity. CUT-level measurement
resolution is restricted with shared power supplies, since variation in one block
may be masked by other current components. Subsequent stages in multi-
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Figure 5.1: BIST Scheme to Enable Module Level Quiescent Current Testing
stage systems may compensate for parametric faults of previous stages, making
detection difficult. Feedback systems may adjust themselves due to closed-loop
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transfer functions and mask parametric faults in individual blocks.
The Built in Current Sensor (BICS) proposal to enable sub-system/circuit
level current monitoring is described in this section. The BICS provides acces-
sibility to internal blocks and enables isolated parametric testing. Calibration
routine enables process independence and provides robustness and thus the
BICS can be used for detailed parametric testing in the production environ-
ment. Figure 5.1 represents the BICS and data analysis approach used. A
BICS/BIST module is used along with an alternate testing approach in order
to reduce the frequency requirements of the self test scheme. The BICS scheme
may be applied to a circuit, block or sub-block to enable measurement at the
required hierarchical level. As process parameters strongly affect the quiescent
current, calibration is enabled in the BICS. The BIST proposal is compatible
with VLC-ATE systems to enable high-volume, low-cost high-test coverage
for bias current testing. The current signature is converted to a voltage signal
that can be read out by using the Per Pin Measurement Unit (PPMU) on
VLC-ATE. A process-reference voltage is generated in the calibration stage
and is used for test limit determination.
While a majority of prior proposals include provisions for linearity
across a wide current measurement range and efforts to minimize interference
to CUT functionality, practical manufacturing concerns are not addressed.
Mission mode circuit performance may also be affected due to any additional
load introduced while forming a sensor. Work in [23, 25, 26] does not go into
any analysis on the effect of BIST on mission mode performance, limiting its
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Figure 5.2: System Representation of the BICS Scheme
applications. This topology has minimal impact on the mission mode CUT
topology as no bias current paths are shared or loads introduced, and hence is
an improvement over the previous work. Fabrication imperfections may vary
the sheet resistance value affecting the power sensor load. Measurement vari-
ability due to process variation may not be separated from variation caused
due to CUT defects. These concerns need to be addressed as they limit the
scope of applications for the BICS scheme.
A calibrated current-to-voltage converter is used in order to obtain a
voltage output representing the CUT current measurement. Ramp generator
circuits can be used for this application as the final ramp output value is a
function of the charging current. Various ramp generator proposals have been
published in the past [7, 8, 28]. The BICS is based on the process compensated
proposal from [28] to ensure usability across process corners.
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5.1 BICS Scheme Topology and Operation
The system level representation shown in Figure 5.2 includes a pro-
grammable current sensor, which is used to estimate the CUT supply current
value. A current reference is deduced by the sensor module by a current-strap
connection with the DUT [29]. The PMOS transistor included in Figure 5.3 is
a part of the CUT and the circuit performance remains unaffected due to the
addition of this BICS. The sensor thus uses a current reference from the DUT
as against using an IR drop value in the power-plane connection similar to
some of the previous BIST proposals. The effective enable signal that is used
to program the CUT is translated into a single-bit control signal to enable the
BICS current mirror.
A current mirror circuit is connected in parallel with a load transistor
which drives the CUT; the mirror circuit is designed such that it can indepen-
dently source a current isrc when the TestEN signal is not asserted.
Semiconductor process variations can cause deviations in the transis-
tor and the load from the target. A clocked comparator is used to compare
the ramp output with V DD
2
at the end of test duration τtest. The test clock
used during calibration and BIST test mode is provided by the ATE and the
duration τtest is based on characterization performed using Monte Carlo sim-
ulations.
C1 is used as per-cycle-charge-storage for the comparator output. Charg-













































, VC1 = V DD else VC1 = 0V . Latches L2 and L3 are toggled by an offset
clock to limit the conductive phase of the combination latch.
The voltage across capacitor C2 is used to change the bias current in
the constant current source; if the Vramp < Vref at
Tper
2
, C1 charges C2 to a
higher voltage value while for Vramp > Vref at
Tper
2
, C1 being at 0V , partially
discharges C2, lowering the effective voltage across C2. A reduction in voltage
across C2 results in a lower gate bias for the current mirror, reducing the load
charging current. Detailed analysis for this calibration process is covered in
prior sections where a process compensated current source is used for ADC
self-test.
The feedback signal voltage node can be sampled at this instant for self
testing the BICS. This analog voltage may be output on a DUT pin and may
be measured with an VLC-ATE PPMU.
The BICS scheme proposal uses the analog output voltage value across
the load as the parametric representation of the CUT supply current. For
reliable use of this Vload value as a measurement parameter, the two matrices
should have a bijective relationship denoted by –
P [Vload]↔P [iCUT ] (5.1)
where,
P [Vload]: Linear vector containing the range of Vload values.
P [iCUT ]: Linear vector containing the range of CUT supply current values.
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A cardinality between these two vectors is thus essential for accurate
prediction of CUT supply current. The BIST output vector is a function of
both the CUT supply current and process conditions in the current sensor
circuit [30].
P [Vload]↔f [iCUT , BISTproc] (5.2)
Monte Carlo simulations were designed to estimate the effect of process varia-
tions. Absence of calibration for process variations limits production usability
of the BICS scheme, as output variations due to CUT supply cannot be sepa-
rated from variations due to process spread in the current sensor module.
The BIST proposal is designed to be compatible with the commer-
cial VLC-ATE which optimize the available system resources to limit cost by
optimizing power and clocking requirements. The large scale cost reduction
enabled by VLC-ATE makes the use of compatible BICS schemes attractive
where optimization between test quality and cost can be achieved.
The BICS was simulated using a 90nm CMOS library. A programmable
constant current source is used to simulate the effect of the CUT. A ±10%
variation in supply current is simulated in order to mimic the effect of process
corners [31] by varying dopant implantation and sheet resistance by ±10% in
the SPICE models.
The BICS uses the same supply grid as the CUT and any IR-drop/voltage
droop affects both circuits equally. As the calibration scheme ensures a V DD
2
crossover at tper, the feedback voltage node value automatically adjusts to
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compensate for supply voltage variation impacting the BICS. Any drop in the
CUT current due to IR-drop/voltage droop is a change to the BICS and is
accurately measured.
Results from Monte Carlo analysis are included in Table 5.1. A range
of constant CUT currents is used for these simulations and the required capac-
itor values with programmed test duration are used for the setup. The BIST
output voltage and the corresponding measured CUT current value is obtained
from the BIST characterization simulation data. While maintaining CUT cur-
rent constant, the process and voltage corners are varied around the nominal
medians for a 3σ value corresponding to 10% of the nominal. Temperature is
switched between 0 ◦C, 25 ◦C and 95 ◦C for simulation. Results show a tight
centering due to the closed loop feedback loop used in the calibration circuit
during initialization. The measurement envelopes achieved with the BIST cir-
cuit using the test duration variation is included in Table 5.1. The results are
indicative of the repeatability and robustness of the the BICS proposal. Silicon
area constraints limit the capacitance value that can be included on-chip – if
a higher range current measurement is required, an off-chip capacitor scheme
may be used. While the versatility of the scheme can be demonstrated with
these results, DUT currents in the nA range can be measured with an on chip
capacitance value of a few pF .
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Table 5.1: Monte Carlo Results for PVT Variation
CUT Current (µA) Cap Load (nF )
BIST Measurement
Lower (µA) Higher (µA)
1 10 0.982 0.021
10 25 1.034 0.037
50 100 50.256 0.438
100 250 100.648 0.636






























Vout_BIST (V) vs. I_CUT (uA)
(i) (ii)
Figure 5.4: Impact of process variation: (i) Variation in Vout as a function on
iCUT with no process variation and (ii) Vout distribution vs. process variation




Figure 5.5: Multi-variable simulation with BIST output Vout variation (Z-axis)
plotted against CUT current variation (X-axis) and process variation in SPICE
models (Y-axis)
Table 5.2: Measurement Range with Capacitor Bank and τ Variation
Mode Load Capacitance τ = 1mS τ = 100mS
C1 10nF 0.7µA 7nA
C2 1uF 1.1mA 11µA
5.1.1 Impact of Process Calibration
Lack of process calibration results in violation of the bijective rela-
tionship between iCUT and Vload. Figure 5.4 demonstrates the variability in
the analog output voltage in absence of process compensation. Figure 5.4–(i)
represents the ideal simulation case with a valid relationship between iCUT
and Vload with nominal process, where a 10% iCUT variation around a 150µA
median value is plotted against the corresponding iCUT simulation values.
The BIST output voltage can also be varied by changing the process
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Table 5.3: Dynamic Statistical Limits Supported by Feedback Node Voltage
Statistical Limit (µA)
Parts Median (µA) Lower (µA) Higher (µA)
(i)
Slow 27.75 21.25 33
Fast 31.75 26 36.75
(ii) Typical 29 21.75 34.5
implant levels for the current sensor circuit. A ±10% variation in the SPICE
model parametrics and the corresponding variation in the BIST output Vload is
plotted in Figure 5.4–(ii). Thus this bijective relationship is maintained across
process variation.
Tri-variable simulation results are presented in Figure 5.5 where the
process implant value follows a Gaussian normal distribution around the tar-
gets in SPICE models, the CUT current iCUT is varied linearly by ±10%. The
plane corresponding to Vout has a globally monotonic one-dimensional slope
as a function of iCUT indicating independence from process implant variations
when process calibration is performed.
5.2 Programmable Range and Dynamic Limits
Programmability to the BICS scheme to cover a wider current range
improves usability for testing multiple on-chip modules which can be interfaced
with the BICS in their respective test modes.
Test duration τ is controlled by the VLC-ATE through the controller.
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The relationship between the BICS output and the test duration τ is linear in
nature for an ideal BIST model. For a given value of Cload, τ can be adjusted
to measure a range of iCUT values. A capacitor bank consisting of a range of
values may also be used with a selection mechanism in order to extend the
BIST measurement range. A combination of load selection and test duration
is used to achieve this goal. CUT current value range and the corresponding
τ values are presented in Table 5.2.
While the BIST circuit is compensated for process variations, process
variations in the CUT would result in a change in iCUT . Defects that result in
δiCUT variation may be difficult to differentiate from the process dominated
current variation. Figure 5.6–(i) presents SPICE simulation leakage data col-
lected across fast and slow process corners for for a 12-bit ADC IP. The two
distributions overlap due to the standard deviation around the process tar-
get and the median values are 27.5µA and 32µA, respectively. Figure 5.6–(ii)
includes results when faults causing opens and shorts are injected and the cur-
rent drawn by a typical functional sample and non-functional failures drawing
zero current and marginal short parametric failures drawing a higher current
value are plotted in histogram form. Outliers present in Figure 5.6–(ii) are de-
viant from the population trend and required to be screened out. The outliers
are marked as (a) and (b) in the Figure 5.6; the population (a) corresponds
to potentially non-functional parts while the population (b) corresponds to
parametric failures that draw a higher supply current.
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Figure 5.6: Need for dynamic limits: (i) Measurement variation seen between
fast and slow process corners, (ii) Non-functional parts with no current drawn
(a) and statistical outliers (b). Current measurement in µA on X-axis, bin
count on Y-axis
the outlier parts in Figure 5.6–(ii) are required to be screened while the higher
measurements in Figure 5.6–(i) can still be a part of the passing distribution.
Dynamic limits, which can be adjusted to the distribution median, can allow
this flexibility. The feedback node output from the BICS scheme is represen-
tative of the process corner as discussed earlier. This value may be used to
process dynamic limits in order to screen out the outlier parts while faster or
slower process material that follows the statistical trend is not rejected.
Table 5.3 includes the statistics for Figure 5.6–(i)/(ii). The median
values of the distribution are used to determine the seed for the dynamic
limit. An arbitrary ± 3σ limit around the calculated median may be used to
screen out device groups (a) and (b) from Figure 5.6–(ii).
5.3 Layout and Area Overhead
The the hybrid BICS scheme was implemented using a 90nm CMOS
library. Monte Carlo simulations were performed to validate process indepen-
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dent performance while optimizing the load capacitor values. A programmable
load consisting of selectable capacitor values is included in order to improve
the measurement range for the current sensor BIST scheme. The BICS scheme
area is approximately 450µm2 with the variable load capacitors included. Ad-
ditional capacitive elements can be included at the expense of silicon area
based on the requirements. Multiple blocks can share the BICS to reduce
overhead impact. Scalability of this scheme makes it attractive and feasible
for commercial implementation.
5.4 Improvements Over Existing Work
Current testing is an established industry practice and fault mod-
els/fault detection [21] have been a research focus. Singh [22] proposes a
differential current sensor for high speed current sensing applications where
results are presented for fault detection, while programmability features are
absent in the proposal.
The built-in current sensor in [23] makes use of the parasitic resistance
attached to an interconnect layer. Maidon [24] supports the simulation find-
ings with silicon results and dynamic performance of the system is analyzed
in presence of CUT faults. While detailed circuit results are presented, appli-
cation as a volume manufactured BICS is limited due to fixed measurement
range and sensitivity to any variation in the sensor.
Vahedi et. al. [25] uses a current mirror with a compensating circuit
and a dynamic control loop to ensure linearity. While this provides linearity
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improvement, distinguishing process-corner driven current variation vs. defect
driven defect variation is not feasible with the scheme in [25].
A sensor load may used for measurements which results in a determin-
istic voltage drop in mission mode. [26] uses a similar approach of mirroring
current using a parasitic load in the interconnect layer and active amplifiers
are used in order to obtain a measurable signal. Process sensitive analog
circuits are used in the active amplifiers to improve the measurement range
which may not be reliable in a production process window. The assumption of
1Ω resistance of the current sense element is not reliable for volume stastics,
limiting the usablility of this scheme. No mechanism is present to augment
the measurement range of 10mA to 50mA which has been used for simulation
and this dissertation provides a significant improvement in terms of current
measurement programmability.
Proposals in [27] include BICS schemes to monitor the voltage drop on
supply lines due to quiescent current drop. The resolution of 10µA is achieved
with the [27] scheme with SCAN enabled output. Use of the circuit path to
provide an IR-drop can limit the application of the scheme in modern sub-45−
nm circuit technologies where the Back End of the Line (BEOL) process steps
and metal layers dominate the parametric faults in volume manufacturing.
The calibration process is limited to enable 0-input calibration where a null
signal may be generated with no current flowing. BEOL and Front End of
the Line (FEOL) variation in the CUT or the stochastic sensor can proceed
undetected in this limited calibration process while impacting the final current
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readout due to fabrication variation. The scheme prosposed in this dissertation




Phase Locked Loop BIST with Internal Node
Access
PLLs need to meet analog performance matrices such as lock time,
phase error and jitter in addition to the frequency lock test in commercial
semiconductor testing. Parametric testing of PLLs is resource intensive and
requires high precision hardware on the ATE. A BIST scheme for performing
functional and parametric tests is reviewed in this section. The scheme enables
indirect access to internal nodes of the PLL and uses a low resource stimulus
generator in order to test the PLL in closed loop mode using internal loopback
for this ‘opened closed loop’ system as depicted in Figure 6.1. The BIST
controller is independent of the PLL frequency and can be used effectively in
multi-PLL SoC modules. The BIST scheme is designed to minimize impact
to mission mode performance by not perturbing analog nodes and the phase
sensitive feedback loop. The test methodology enables parametric testing for
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Figure 6.1: PLL BIST with Internal Node Access
6.1 PLL Self Test
PLLs are used as clock generators in SoC and parametric compliance of
PLL output can therefore impact SoC function. Parameters such as jitter, set-
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tling time, lock time and frequency drift etc. need to be met to ensure expected
performance. SoC testing strategies are complicated by PLL test requirements
as the digital blocks may be tested with minimal ATE resources [32]. Basic
PLL lock test requires high speed hardware while the parametric tests require
precision timing equipment, making the test cost prohibitively high in semi-
conductor production. PLL lock test is used as the typical test gate for PLLs
and it does not provide coverage for functional or fabrication parametric faults.
Limited coverage offered by the economical lock test may compromise quality
required for certain PLL applications.
A PLL BIST needs to ensure that the sensitive analog nodes in the
PLL (shown in Figure 6.2) interfacing with Charge Pump (CP), Loop Filter
(LF) and Voltage Controller Oscillator (VCO) are not disturbed as it impacts
mission mode performance [33, 34, 35]. The feedback loop is phase sensitive
and any additional components added impact the phase of the loopback signal.
Any noise added due this impacts the mission mode phase performance of the
PLL and is not desirable. Use of the feedback loop also limits BIST application
to a particular frequency range, limiting reuse. A closed loop test solution adds
effectiveness as self-test is enabled within the PLL. This also enables mission
mode test of internal blocks to screen for any parametric faults.
The BIST scheme presented uses non sensitive internal digital nodes
to implement self test capabilities with baseband/low frequency signals. The
















Figure 6.2: Top Level Schematic of a PLL
The BIST controller has a baseband interface with the ATE and thus
uses minimal resources. Compatibility with a basic digital ATE system is
critical to lower test cost and is of particular concern. The scheme is thus
able provide a high test quality, at-speed, closed loop, scalable solution while
minimizing test resource requirements.
A variety of BIST approaches have been proposed in the past – [36]
proposes an all digital BIST scheme for testing catastrophic faults in PLLs with
no parametric coverage. [37] digitally programs the CP and observes the loop
filter output – the scheme does not sample the VCO input as the additional
load may affect VCO characteristics. Adding duplicate modules or providing
internal node access is explored in [38], while not enabling a complete closed
loop test solution without external stimulus. Open loop solution that drive
selective blocks within the PLL [39] reduce test coverage. [40] proposes a BIST
mechanism with a test mode that can select between PLL output fed to the
Phase Detector (PD) as against added line delay. The work presented in [42]
attempts to perform parametric testing apart from simple catastrophic failure
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testing proposed in many other schemes. All the three schemes presented
in [42] use additional circuits in the feedback loop and would result in a phase
shift and frequency dependence on the PLL operating frequency.
6.2 Applying Alternate Test Methodology to a PLL
Alternate Testing principles can be applied to a mixed signal circuit
with multiple internal nodes, where the nodes and output are inter-dependent.
Parametric relations between various internal nodes and the functional output
can be explained as follows – when an input frequency signal at frequency fopr
is applied to a PLL with a loop multiplier of n, the PLL attempts to latch to
a frequency equal to n × fopr the input frequency and phase within the time
interval tlatch. The phase detector signal is instantaneously proportional to the
phase and frequency difference between fopr and the PLL output signal at the
measurement instant t′. This dependence can be represented as:
P [fopr, fPLL, t
′]↔P [PDout, t′] (6.1)
where,
P [p1]→ is the parametric space matrix for parameter p1.
The parametric set P [PDout, t
′] is finitely bound and can be well char-
acterized using SPICE simulations for the independent variables. The set of
[PDout] is a bijective function of [fopr, t
′] with a finite deterministic statistical
confidence for a stable and functional PLL during lock-mode [30]. The value
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of [PDout] can be predicted with certain statistical confidence at an instant t
′
if the variables fopr and fPLL can be measured.
Similar relationships exist between the remaining internal system nodes.
The CPout signal is a function of the PD output and when considered over an
interval [0, t′], it is a bijective relation represented by –
P [PDout, 0, t
′]↔P [CPout] (6.2)
The LF and VCO have similar bijective relations –
P [CPout, 0, t
′]↔P [LFout, 0, t′] (6.3)
The bijective relationship between CP and LF can be established over a spec-
ified time interval [0, t′] as the node voltages are analog in nature and are a
function of the measurement window during PLL lock process.
The bijective relationship between LF and VCO can be established
instantaneously and represents the relationship between the voltage node and
the effective frequency output.
The BIST uses the bijective relationship between PD and CP to per-
form parametric testing of the PLL. While accessing the common node be-
tween PD and CP, remaining PLL is treated as a closed loop with successive
bijection-related sub-blocks. An input vector i[CPin], which is a subset of the
vector set P [CPin], is applied to the CP block using an external driver and
the corresponding output vector from PD block i[PDout] is recorded by using
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Figure 6.3: BIST Schematic: BIST Controller added between PD and CP
and compared with simulation data to compare the accumulated voltage value.
The bijective relations are valid for this analysis as the CPin vector is injected
and the closed loop response on PDout node is observed, isolated in the test
mode. By including the tolerance limits for the value of the integrated vector
i[PDout], a pass/fail decision can be taken by the ATE.
6.3 Hybrid BIST Scheme Review and Operation
The BIST scheme is presented in Figure 6.3. The BIST controller,
which acts as a programmable stimulus generator as well an observation mod-
ule, is connected between the PD output and the CP input. The digital output
of the PD is fanned out to the BIST controller in parallel with the mission
mode connection to the CP module. Output from the BIST controller is fed to
CP through a multiplexer which is connected to PD during mission mode and
to the controller in the test mode. Test enable signal provided by the ATE
is used to enable multiplexing. The ATE control/data signals that connect
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to the BIST controller are represented by a bus which includes either analog
or low frequency digital signals. The input vector applied at CP to perform
controlled charging of the VCO input is scanned in serially. The high/low
nature of this digital input controls the conduction of the CP switches. The
controller also reads in the the PD output for a specified duration after feeding
in the CP code and this signal on PD output is fed to a Low Pass Filter (LPF)
to generate a DC voltage level internally. A PPMU is then used to measure
this DC voltage value. The input pin used to scan in the CP programming
code can be designed to be a general purpose IO which is also used for this
PPMU measurement.
The internal blocks of the BIST controller are shown in Figure 6.4. The
input section of the controller consists of an IO pin of the DUT which is used to
scan in digital data onto the CP input. The output of the PD block is fed into
the controller and is used to drive a constant current source in test mode. This
output is then integrated over the test duration, which can be programmed
by the control signals fed in from the ATE. The BIST scheme needs process
independence to ensure that the integration process yields identical results in
case of multiple process corners. A feedback bias mechanism, similar to the
compensated ramp generator in prior sections, is used to calibrate the constant
current source for process variation. The calibration routine thus compensates
for the process variation and achieves a consistent input to the LPF.
When the test mode input is activated, data pulses are forced into the
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Figure 6.4: BIST Controller Components
controlled by the ATE and can be programmed depending on the DUT spec-
ifications and characterization results. A pulse applied on CP input connects
the CP output node to V DD or ground depending on the input used; thus
providing a charging or a discharging path to the CP load. The conductivity
of the transistors used in the CP block as well as the input pulse duration
affects the net charge interchange that can occur during test mode. If a pulse
of duration τ is applied to CP during test mode during DUT initialization, the
loop filter capacitor is charged to a voltage VLFout which can be represented
as:




In case of catastrophic failures in the CP block, the LFout node would remain at
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ground level when the DUT is initialized. Any marginalities/process variation
in CP would result in an LF output which is denoted by –
VLFout ± δVLFout =
∫ τ
0
[ILFdr ± δILFdr]/[CLF ± δCLF ] (6.5)
The BIST scheme, using a full-self test approach now tests the following blocks
with this parametric variation at the VCO input. The VCO output frequency
in test mode can be given by –
FV CO = f [VLFout] (6.6)
Therefore, any variation in the VCO output frequency can be parametrically
traced to the LF output variation –
FV CO−min = f [VLFout−min] (6.7)
and,
FV CO−max = f [VLFout−max] (6.8)
The sequence of pulses generated by the PD module for this VCO input
signal is a function of the frequency and phase difference between the VCO
output and the input frequency reference signal. When passed through an
LPF or integrated over a specified duration, it represents the exact frequency
difference between these two signals, creating a DC representation of the VCO
output frequency. ∫ t1
0
VPDout = f [FV CO] (6.9)
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Figure 6.5: PLL Locking Process State Machine – PDout/CPin Represented
Therefore effectively, ∫ t1
0
VPDout = f [FPD,V CO,LF,LFdr] (6.10)
A catastrophic failure in any of the sub-blocks is detectable by the
above function. Parametric or specification failures in any of the sub-blocks
can be identified with the above transfer function.
It is essential to ensure that any of the additional components added in
the BIST scheme do not influence this transfer function and therefore a process
calibrated current source is used to drive the LPF. Using PD to drive the LPF
results in loading of the internal node. The PD output signal is thus used to
switch the process-stabilized constant current source and LPF combination,
eliminating effects of process variation from the externally added BIST circuits.
The state machine in Figure 6.5 represents the PDout/CPin nodes and
the corresponding signal values. A locked PLL requires no additional charg-
ing or discharging of the V COin node and hence this state is represented by
ST2↔[UP = 0, DN = 0]. This is the stable and locked state of the PLL.
Depending on the PD block design, ST2 can be metastable, where succes-
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sive charging and discharging cycles are provided to the CP input to maintain
a charging neutrality. For example, the PD block may alternate between
[UP = 1, DN = 0] and [UP = 0, DN = 1] so that the net effect on the CP
input node is equivalent for each UP and DN, effectively conserving the charge
at CPout while the PLL remains in the lock state. The net PDout signal in this
case is [UP = 1
2
, DN = 1
2
], when averaged over two successive cycles, identical
in effect to the [UP = 0, DN = 0] condition required for lock stability.
Any charging/discharging required for the VCO input node to incre-
ment/decrement the VCO frequency is represented by the states ST1↔[UP =
1, DN = 0] and ST3↔[UP = 0, DN = 1] respectively.
The BIST scheme forces the CPin along ‘Path A’, as marked in Fig-
ure 6.5 when in test mode. This path is forced externally, and the corrective
signal produced by the comparison between fPLL and fin does not affect the
CP block in test mode.
This state-machine-control is only limited to test mode operation and
the PLL can translate between the three states during mission mode, depend-
ing on the concerning circuit conditions.
6.3.1 Characterization of the Hybrid BIST Scheme
Monte Carlo simulation results are presented in Figure 6.6 where the
impact of PLL parametrics and process variation on the BIST output is seen.
The acceptable BIST output range is calibrated based on the simulation results
to establish test screening limits to discard devices beyond the tolerance range.
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Figure 6.6: Monte Carlo simulation results: (i) Lock time to BIST output
correlation, (ii) BIST output variation w.r.t. process spread, (iii) BIST output
variation w.r.t. PLL duty cycle variation and (iv) CP drive duration required
for the corresponding PLL frequencies
Frequency independence is crucial to reusing BIST module across mul-
tiple PLLs within the SoC. The BIST stimulus as well as observed PD output
is baseband in nature, making it possible to program the scheme for multiple
operating frequencies. VCO output frequency is a direct function of the input
reference voltage applied and by changing the pulse width of the ATE stimulus
applied, a different LFout voltage can be programmed into the DUT. Design
simulations can determine the CP charging duration that needs to be provided
by the ATE and thus frequency independence is achieved.
Table 6.1 presents the SPICE simulation results when a varying CP
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Table 6.1: BIST Scheme Performance for Input Frequency Range






stimulus duration is applied to account for different input frequency signals.
The observation node voltage (PDout with process stabilized LPF) measured
for each of the cases is included. It can be clearly seen that by programming the
input pulse duration, consistent results can be obtained with the BIST scheme,
confirming the frequency independence. Digital CMOS transistor models used
for SPICE simulations were frequency limited and hence data up to 250MHz
is presented.
This BIST scheme can be easily configured in case of a multi-frequency
PLL/multiple PLLs. Individual connections from PDout nodes in each of the
blocks under test can be connected to the BIST controller through a multi-
plexing scheme. Similarly ,a multiplexer activated in test mode for the specific
block can be used to route the test stimulus to CPin node.
At-speed testing of PLLs is required to ensure test quality as speed
sensitive failure mechanisms may not manifest at lower frequencies. An ATE
resource used for receiving PLL output in the conventional lock test needs to
operate at-speed. This precision hardware effectively increases the test cost.
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The proposed BIST uses looped-self-testing for all the high-speed nodes and
modules and only a DC baseband signal representing the self-test operation is
used for decision making. This eliminates any high-speed requirements from
ATE pins interfacing with the DUT. PPMU units are extremely common on
all ATE channels/pins on the lowest resource ATE as they used in basic con-
tinuity measurements during production testing. Use of basic PPMU pins for
BIST output measurement thus simplifies the ATE measurement and decision
making of the PLL test and a simple criteria, very similar to typical pin conti-
nuity tests can be used on the ATE. The upper and lower measurement limits
are determined by the process-split characterization work done during product
bring-up phase.
6.3.2 Fault Coverage Analysis
The BIST scheme enables testing of catastrophic, marginal as well as
parametric failures in the PLL. A majority of work in the past such as [36, 40]
consider fault coverage only for catastrophic failures in the internal digital
and mixed signal blocks as parametric test capability does not exist for such
schemes. The two fault domains are separately discussed in order to high-
light confirmation with the typical coverage as well as additional parametric
coverage.
A closed-loop frequency latch test is used in order to observe the fault
coverage over the entire circuit. This basic test involves applying the CP
input in test mode using short data bursts. The PD output is integrated over
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VCO 156 146 93.58
CP+LF 108 103 95.37
BIST Module 226 222 98.23
PD 780 754 96.67
Total 1270 1225 96.45
a time interval [0, t′′] and observed using the PPMU. Successively stable and
consistent measurements on the LPF indicate the locked state of the PLL.
This method is used in the BIST scheme to avoid using an ATE frequency
measurement resource on the PLL output pin.
Stuck-at fault model is considered for PD while a catastrophic fault
model is considered for the internal mixed signal blocks. The fault catas-
trophic detection results are presented in Table 6.2, results are based on SPICE
simulation performed under a Perl wrapper injecting faults within the PLL.
Parametric faults are likely to be caused by fabrication marginalities
as discussed earlier and the series/shunt path resistances would between the
ideal and the catastrophic values in the previous subsection.
Parametric fault coverage can be represented either in terms of passing
range of the observed parameters (USL > PPMU out > LSL) or statisti-
cally in the form of repeated convolutions to represent interdependency of the
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VCO 156 136 87.17
CP+LF 108 97 89.81
BIST Module 226 214 94.69
PD 780 729 93.46
Total 1270 1176 92.59
closed loop system. Due to the closed-loop nature of the individual blocks, the







th module in the closed loop.
Various specification based tests can be used for parametric testing,
increasing overall fault coverage for marginalities and reliability hazards. Some
faults, such as an open in one of the telescopic arms of the current mirror used
in the CP module, may still allow the VCO to be driven to a level where the
PLL can be locked. The remaining functional branches may carry additional or
uneven current causing electromigration risk during field use of the DUT. This
fault may be difficult to screen during a typical lock test but an intermediate
value of the PDout can be characterized on various process corners to identify
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such moderate low-slope charging devices. Similar characterization can be
performed on the measured node to screen out marginal short connections.
Conventional PLL testing in production is limited to testing the PLL
locking mechanism and passing the DUT if the PLL locks to the input fre-
quency within tlock. A gross fabrication fault in the PLL would disable the
DUT from frequency-locking while a fabrication marginality can cause an ab-
normality in the lock time. Most of the PLL tests are directed at ensuring
tlock < tlimit as a rejection criteria while typically no test targets a lower limit
on tlock.
Results for SPICE simulation where parametric faults are injected in
the same fault model are included in Table 6.3. As the fault model is shared
between the two analyses, the overall number of fault locations remain un-
changed. Overall, 92.6% parametric fault coverage is provided the BIST
scheme, which is satisfactory for a commercial low-cost test.
Parametric testing can provide a screen for marginal parts with marginal
shorts as their manifestation into internal parameters is more likely to be de-
tected than the overall system output. A closed loop system may be able
to compensate for such marginalities, effectively masking the faults during
testing. Driving an input signal at an internal node during test mode and ob-
serving the corresponding driver node in a ‘opened-close-loop’ system provides
the ability to perform numerical limit based testing for the internal parameter
observed. Test specification can be applied to the PDout signal within the test
window to screen out devices where marginal shorts are present within blocks.
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6.3.3 Area Overhead and Layout
Layout was implemented using a 90nm library where the BIST scheme
was included along with a digital programmable PLL supporting 200MHz to
250MHz of operation. The BIST area overhead is 456µm2, which constitutes
12% overhead for this basic PLL. When combined and shared between with
multi-frequency programmable D-PLLs, the overhead drops below 2% [33].
The parametric coverage, scalability, process indepence and the low test re-
source requirements make this an attractive BIST solution for practical appli-
cations.
6.4 All-Digital BIST Solution with Area Optimization
While the hybrid BIST scheme is effective at providing a frequency
independent parametric test solution, further use of digital blocks enables re-
duction in silicon overhead. Absense of analog components also makes it more
efficient to implement and integrate into designs. Improvements to the hybrid
scheme are shown in Figure 6.7. The input section of the controller consists of
an IO pin of the DUT which is used to scan in digital data routed onto the CP
input via the test controller. In test mode, the UP/DOWN outputs of the PD
block are fed into the controller and are used to drive a programmable counter.
The two counters can be output on an ATE IO pin using a FIFO (First In
First Out) register for further analysis and comparison. The PD output ac-
cumulation is performed over the test duration, which can be programmed
by the control signals fed in from the ATE. The PD output signature pulse
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counting method is robust and repeatable across process corners, results for
which are provided in the later sections. Reliance on a programmable digital
BIST controller provides process independence where no analog measurements
are required for signature observation and analysis.
When the test mode input is activated, data pulses are forced into the
CP input through the ATE IO interface. The test duration of the pulses is
maintained constant at 50% duty cycle, operating at the BIST frequency and
the count is controlled by the ATE and can be programmed depending on the
DUT specifications and characterization results. A pulse applied on CP input
connects the CP output node to V DD or ground depending on the input
used thus providing a charging or a discharging path to the CP load. The
conductivity of the transistors used in the CP block as well as the input pulse
duration affects the net charge interchange that can occur during test mode.
6.4.1 Internal Node Access Simulation Results
Monte Carlo simulation results are presented in Figure 6.8 where the
impact of PLL lock time and frequency variation on the BIST output is seen.
Figure 6.8–(i) represents the BIST counter simulation results for Monte
Carlo simulations corresponding to PLL lock time. Lock state is defined when
the PLL output frequency tracks the input within 0.1% accuracy. The counter
output value closely tracks the measured lock time with a co-efficient of deter-
mination (R2) value of 0.96. The distribution shows a variance of ±3% around
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Figure 6.7: BIST Schematic: Digital BIST Controller added between PD and
CP
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Figure 6.8: Monte Carlo simulation results – (i) Lock time to BIST output
counter correlation and (ii) CP drive duration required for the corresponding
PLL frequencies
can be used to determine the lock state of the PLL when compared against
statistical limits. The counter may be read out in a volume production test
environment in order to screen defective PLL modules with lock time outside
the acceptance bound.
Statistical correlation between the input CP drive duration and the cor-
responding PLL frequency is covered in Figure 6.8–(ii). A very high co-efficient
of determination (R2) value of 0.99 indicates close correlation indicating pre-
dictable behavior of the BIST module across the input frequency range of
interest.
6.4.2 Fault Coverage Analysis and Area Overhead
Similar fault models are used to simulate both BIST schemes and the
fault coverage matrix is identical. Layout was implemented using a 90nm li-
brary where the BIST scheme was included along with a digital programmable
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PLL supporting 10MHz to 200MHz of operation. The BIST area overhead is
132µm2, which constitutes 3.47% overhead for this basic PLL. When com-
bined and shared between with multi-frequency programmable D-PLLs, the
overhead drops below 0.5% [33]. The parametric coverage, scalability, process
indepence and the low test resource requirements make this an attractive BIST
solution for practical applications.
6.5 Improvements Over Existing Work
Multiple approaches towards self testing of PLLs have been proposed
in the past with trade off between benefits and BIST overheads. [36] proposes
an all digital BIST scheme for testing catastrophic faults in PLLs – though
the ATE resources required are limited, this provides a non-parametric gross
failure test method. The proposal in [37] digitally programs the CP and ob-
serves the loop filter output – we refrain from sampling the VCO input node
as a parasitic capacitance added at that node may affect the settling time
characteristics. This approach also does not allow a complete self-test of the
DUT.
Some of approaches involve addition of duplicate modules or using ATE
to provide internal node voltages [38] – this does not completely enable self-test
as the stimuli are provided externally. Additional testing may be required for
blocks that are not covered with the primary stimulus. As a PLL is a closed
loop system, self-testing of the internal modules is optimum as it reduces
external resource requirements and is likely to have the minimal test time
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overhead. A test controller module is used in [39] can be used to control the
CP input in test mode. The PD within the PLL does not drive the CP and
hence it is not tested in the loop. [40] proposes a BIST mechanism with a test
mode that can select between PLL output fed to the PD as against added line
delay. The work presented in [42] attempts to perform parametric testing in
addition to simple catastrophic failure testing proposed in many other schemes.
All the three schemes presented in this prior work use additional circuits in the
feedback loop and would result in a phase shift as well as frequency dependence
on the input signal as the at-speed signal in the feedback loop is captured
and used. This paper includes a significant improvement over the process
compensated scheme in [41] as a completely digital system is used in the BIST
controller in order reduce the design and layout complexity.
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Chapter 7
PLL Jitter Measurement with BIST Resources
Signal jitter is caused by a variety of sources and may be present in
multiple forms. Timing jitter, which corresponds to edge timing uncertainty,
is of particular concern as it may cause soft errors in communication systems.
Jitter in clock signals affects critical timing edges and resulting errors can be
propagated through the circuit. Jitter in data signals reduces the detection
opening in signal eye-diagrams, making detection more prone to soft errors in
receiver circuits. For video sub circuits, a sub carrier frequency shift would
result in incorrect color information being transmitted.
Jitter can be classified as deterministic and random, the determin-
istic component being predictable as its sources are known and character-
ized [43, 44]. A voltage supply drop due to supply current may change the
conduction cycle of a circuit and effectively add a duty cycle variation which
is the added timing jitter. This component is predictable and hence deter-
ministic. Various other factors such as process non-uniformity, specific data
patterns etc. can contribute to this type of jitter. Random jitter is caused due
to non-deterministic phenomena and can only be characterized statistically. It
is usually modeled as a single or multimode Gaussian distribution, indepen-
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Figure 7.1: BIST Based Scheme for PLL Output Jitter Measurement
dent of any other deterministic factors and is unbounded for a large number
of sample points.
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Jitter measurement on clock/data signals is a resource-intensive oper-
ation as the timing variation introduced due to jitter is typically of the scale
of a few pico seconds. A typical low cost ATE does not include the timing
sense hardware required for this measurement in production test. The BIST
scheme presented in this section generates a voltage representation of this sig-
nal. An on-chip housekeeping ADC, typically present on a large percentage of
SoC/SiP modules general operations is used to provide a fully digital output to
the BIST scheme. An interval-sampling scheme is proposed for high data rates
that an on-chip ADC cannot handle. The statistical parameters of a Gaussian
distribution are verified using regular at-speed sampling and interval-sampling
to ensure that no information is lost and no artifacts are created using this
method.
The BIST-supported scheme to enable jitter measurement with min-
imal ATE resources is represented in Figure 7.1. A combination of on chip
measurement modules is used to convert the jitter data in voltage domain
and output response shaping methods are used in combination with alternate
testing to analyze this response.
Jitter and its effects are a serious concern due to the limited timing
margins available in high-speed designs. High speed data communication is
severely sensitive to timing edges. Multiple novel methods have been discussed
in previous work [45, 46, 47] which involve methods to measure jitter with ex-
ternal hardware. Work has also been done in the area of designing on-chip
circuits and developing algorithms to perform some level of jitter measure-
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ment on the DUT [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]. A phase frequency detector circuit is
used in [48] and jitter measurements are performed without a reference clock.
A similar scheme with a reference clock in [49] gives out digitized measured sig-
nals. Jitter spectral extraction techniques are discussed in [52] with MATLAB
results. A time-to-voltage conversion approach followed in [46, 53] attempts
to generate a voltage signal to represent the timing variation.
The scheme is geared towards optimizing the silicon overhead while
providing independence from process variation. Compatibility with VLC-ATE
and reuse of existing on-chip hardware capabilities is considered in order to
maintain the test cost low.
7.1 Jitter Measurement Scheme Overview
Timing variation in a clock or data signal is typically of the order of a
few pico seconds and hence a very small fraction of the actual period of the
affected signal. Due to this nature of period jitter, high precision timing mea-
surement hardware is required to accurately measure and characterize signal
jitter. Typical timing generation/measurement circuitry present on premium
ATE typically cannot perform these measurements, which requires additional
precision timing hardware, increasing the ATE cost. While pico-second-scale
timing measurements require precision circuitry, the voltage generation and
measurement systems provided on typical ATE can measure signals of the or-
der of a few nano volts. A scheme is hence used to represent the jitter timing
variation in terms of a voltage signal, where the voltage is a function of the
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Figure 7.2: System Level Schematic for BIST Jitter Measurement Scheme
timing variation. Since the jitter timing variation is a small fraction of the
signal frequency, adequate voltage resolution is provided by using reference
voltages derived from SPICE simulations. A band-gap voltage source can also
be used for internal voltage reference if the process technology used allows the
dynamic voltage value.
Figure 7.2 represents the top level schematic of the BIST scheme; details
for the building blocks are covered later in this section. The input signal/clock
is fed to the time-to-voltage converter module which generates a voltage signal
proportional to the timing jitter present in the input. The Gaussian nature of
jitter in the input signal would be maintained as the time-to-voltage converter
has a linear response to the input timing variation. The slope of this transfor-
mation is a function of the resolution of the converter and process variations,
as it may affect the current drive of the constant current source used inside
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the converter.
A reference voltage is provided to the converter based on the process
corner analysis done in SPICE simulations, which improves resolution, and the
dynamic range can be made to cover the entire supply-to-ground rail voltage
range available. Programmable constant current source described prior in this
dissertation is used in the Time to Voltage Converter (TTVC) module to
provide a process stabilized current source.
The calibration control module provides the control signals required to
perform process-independence calibration and then switches over to mission
mode when the actual time-to-voltage conversions for the input clock begin.
The control module thus switches over to the sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit to
provide the set bias voltage once the calibration process is complete. The jitter
measurement circuit is then put into mission mode where an analog voltage,
proportional to the timing jitter value present in each cycle of the input signal,
is produced at the output of the TTVC. As the duty cycle of the input signal
is used as a charging switch to the capacitor, any jitter present in the signal
affects the charging duration of the capacitor. It is expected that this δTcharge
value would be a fraction of the overall time period, producing a small δVcap
across the capacitor. To ensure that an adequate resolution is available for
this δVcap, a reference voltage is used to bias the ADC Vlow node based on the
process variation results obtained in SPICE simulations.
An on-chip flash ADC is used to perform digital conversion of this
signal so that a digital output representing the input jitter can be obtained
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on-chip. Flash ADCs are not commonly used for low-speed operations due
to the area overheads, and the Successive Approximation ADCs (SA-ADC)
used typically have sampling rates which may be below the requirements for
high speed clock/data signals. If a slower housekeeping ADC such as SA-
ADC is available on the SoC/SiP, an interval-sampling scheme can be used.
If the data/clock signal being processed is at the frequency of Fsignal, the
ADC sampling frequency is set to FADC where Fsignal is an integral multiple of
FADC , both signals being synchronous in the time domain. For example, for
measuring a 200MHz signal, an ADC clocked at 200
n
MHz synchronous clock is
used. Thus a lower sampling rate is used, which results in discarding of some
of the samples without the loss of information about the distribution. This
marginally increases the test time as a longer jitter-voltage-string has to be
captured for the same confidence level in measurements, but use of significantly
lower cost ATE compensates for the added test time.
If an on-board ADC is not present on the DUT, the analog output of the
time-to-voltage converter can be measured using the analog instrumentation
of the ATE. Depending on the data rate of the input signal, either the PPMU
or analog measurement resources can be used for higher speeds. Though not
as cost-effective as using a digital low cost ATE, this has a significantly lower
cost than conventional jitter measurement systems, as it eliminates the high










Figure 7.3: Time to Voltage Converter Module with Feedback for Process
Independence
7.2 Time-to-Voltage Converter Module
The time-to-voltage converter can be represented at the system level as
shown in Figure 7.3. When the input signal jitter is required to be measured
in mission mode, the input is used to drive/control a constant current source
which charges a capacitor. As the input signal phase drives the transmission
gate which acts as a switch to the capacitor, the charge stored on the capacitor
is proportional to the duty cycle of the signal. A reset signal is applied to
the capacitor to discharge it between two successive cycles. Functionally, a
ramp generator, with its ramp amplitude controlled by the input signal, is
used to generate the voltage representation of the jitter signal. Figure 7.4
includes SPICE simulation results for the TTVC-plot (a) represents the TTVC
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Figure 7.4: Analog and Digital waveforms of the Time-to-Voltage Converter.
a) TTVC output for ideal waveform modulated with ramp jitter. b) Jitter
waveform converted to 0 to Vdd format. c) Actual jitter waveform output by
TTVC. d/e/f) ADC output representing per cycle jitter.
input signal with an ideal waveform modulated with a ramp jitter signal.
(b)/(c) represent the added jitter and the zero-centered version of it which
is used to generate the simulated input. Plots (d)/(e)/(f) represent the 3-bit




When data is collected sequentially and processed without any sorting,
the random nature of the data is preserved. The Gaussian nature of the jitter
samples collected and its statistical parameters remain constant if a subset of
data is obtained by undersampling the parent data-set. A large sample size
and random nature of recorded data is required to validate this assumption.
This is verified in simulation by generating a string of 1 million data points
of Gaussian-random nature in Matlab which is then sampled at Rdata
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and
the graphical representation as well as statistical parameters are compared.
Figure 7.5 contains the graphical distributions while Table 7.1 contains the
statistical parameters.
The TTVC module is capable of handling high data rates for jitter
waveform generation. The circuit was simulated for frequencies up to 1GHz
by changing current bias and load capacitor values. On-chip ADCs present
on most of the SoC/SiP modules cannot operate at such high speeds and a
compromise can be reached where the ADC is clocked at a frequency which is
1
n
times the data rate where n is an integer. Though this results in an increase
in test time as more signal cycles need to be captured, it does not result in data
distortion or data loss artifacts as seen in the Gaussian-random distribution
statistics above.
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Figure 7.5: Histograms for At-speed and Interval Sampled Gaussian Dataset
Table 7.1: Statistical Comparison of At-speed and Under-sampling Methods








The jitter measurement BIST scheme is tested as depicted in Figure 7.2
with an ideal clock signal injected with a linearly varying jitter. The time
period Tper of the input signal varies linearly between Tper − δ to Tper + δ,
and vice versa, repeatedly and waveforms captured for four such cycles are
represented in Figure 7.4 with a 3-bit on-board ADC. The TTVC output
ramp is modulated by the input signal jitter as can be seen in the first plot.
The variation in input signal period provides different charging durations for
the load capacitor. The ADC reference voltages are provided by Vref values
obtained from SPICE simulations for all three process corners.
The circuit is also characterized across a range of input frequencies
and corresponding percentage jitter signals are added. An SoC/SiP may have
either multiple PLLs or a single programmable PLL operating at multiple
frequencies that need to be characterized and having the ability to perform
accurate jitter measurements for multiple frequencies with a single BIST IP
may be crucial for the BIST scheme. Gate widths in the current source in the
TTVC as well as the load capacitance used for converting period variations into
a voltage signal greatly affect the bandwidth of the input signal that can be
accurately measured for jitter. If the current source and load capacitance are
designed for a frequency Fnom, the feedback network needs to adjust the value
of the current through the charging circuit to maintain constant ramp slope
at the end of calibration period. For a frequency Fnom − δ, where δ is a very
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Figure 7.6: Jitter Voltage Generated by TTVC for Different Percentage Jitter
for Three Input Frequencies
and can drive the gating transistor into cut-off, disabling the current charging
process. Similarly, it may not be possible to limit the current to maintain the
constant slope for a frequency Fnom−δ if the transistor is saturated before the
feedback circuit negative correction can be applied.
Figure 7.6 represents the voltage jitter signals measured across a fre-
quency range for varied percentages of jitter induced in the corresponding
signal. The current source and capacitor values were designed for the median
frequency of interest and the marginal variation between the three plots, even
after using the hybrid feedback, can be seen in the plots. The slope differ-
ences cannot be ignored when the frequencies are higher orders of magnitude
of each other, and some other form of programmability may be needed with




Figure 7.7: Voltage Representation of Injected Jitter in Figure (a), Measured
Output Jitter Voltage Signal over Multiple Cycles (b). Measurements per-
formed at 10MHz
input frequency using some type of logic selection. Current source drive can
be similarly programmed if a wider range of frequencies is targeted.
The BIST scheme has a repeatable response with minimal hysteresis as
seen in Figure 7.7, where multiple measurements of the output jitter voltage
signal are plotted against time. Figure 7.7–(a) representes the inserted jitter
and Figure 7.7–(b) represents the output response with variation from the
triangular input waveform.
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7.5 Jitter Testing in Production Environment
Histogram methods are commonly used in production jitter testing
where jitter timing variation on a predetermined number of signal cycles is
measured and analyzed. Various criteria may be applied in order to screen
out potentially problematic parts. Some of the jitter test methods have ab-
solute limits defined where any jitter measurement exceeding the limit value
results in rejection of the part. Outlier screening methods may also be utilized
where apart from the absolute limit, a percentage limit is defined dynami-
cally from the measured values and any measurement which falls outside a 6σ
result in rejection of the part. The outlier method is more commonly used
in communication circuits as any data loop has a tolerance limit specified in
terms of BER which can be reliably defined by using outlier methods of jitter
measurement and sorting. The scheme proposed in this paper is compatible
with outlier analysis as it captures an array of jitter voltage measurements on
successive cycles and this data can be analyzed using the computing resources
of the ATE without any significant overheads.
The BIST scheme can be used for performing jitter measurements over
a a range of input frequencies. The use of on board ADC can enable complete
production quality testing of signal jitter using purely digital ATE, as the ADC
outputs can be observed on external pins. In case an ADC is not available, the
alternative scheme provided in this paper can be used, where PMU/ analog
measurement resources on the ATE are utilized to record the analog jitter
voltage signal, and it can be processed by using the computing capability
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available in the ATE. This BIST solution therefore provides a low-cost ATE
alternative to a typically resource intensive test.
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Chapter 8
Arbitrary Waveform Generator Response
Shaping Method
Mixed signal parametric testing is resource intensive and requires high-
precision sources. Precision requirements for test instrumentation are driven
by the CUT specifications and are required to ensure minimal test escapes or
excessive fallout due to source generated artifacts. Stringent accuracy require-
ments for the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) modules on ATE drive the
high hardware costs. A linearity correction methodology is presented in this
chapter to compensate for linearity distortion present in the analog source gen-
erator to eliminate the resulting artifacts that can cause false test results. This
method can be used to reduce the linearity specifications for AWGs present in
the VLC-ATE systems.
Mixed signal circuits are tested against parametric performance crite-
ria which may be resource intensive. The performance criteria are application
specific and involve linearity as well spectral specifications. Stimulus genera-
tion resources need to be vastly superior to the CUT (perfectly linear in the
required voltage range and free of spurious tones in the required frequency
range) to ensure that the CUT does not fail due to artifacts produced by
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AWG modules are programmable and are available on ATE to gener-
ate a variety of analog stimuli for ADC testing, while DSP modules are used
for response analysis [54]. Linearity and spectral characteristics of AWGs are
critical as any inherent imperfections in the ADC input stimulus result in ar-
tifacts in the ADC output. While the output is affected due to non-idealities
in the input stimulus, the effect is deterministic. The scheme introduces a
calibration based correction factor that is applied to the response analysis to
compensate for AWG linearity and spectral imperfections. AWG modules on
VLC-ATE thus can be chosen with a relaxed linearity and spectral purity cri-
teria which effectively results in a lower cost. The method is made suitable for
mass production environments by reducing the calibration requirements. The
correction factor calculation is performed in a calibration routine at the begin-
ning of a production run and the values can be retained over a volume of DUT.
This overhead is typically acceptable and similar to the existing calibration
routines that are used in manufacturing environments.
The scheme to enable production quality ADC testing using practical
noisy AWG modules is represented in Figure 8.1 – stimulus conditioning meth-
ods are used to enable adaptive testing using low cost ATE instrumentation.
AWG modules require complex topologies of Digital to Analog Convert-
ers (DACs) which can be digitally programmed by the ATE to generate the
required analog signal. The digital interface is required to implement complex
DSP algorithms in analog domains. The DAC module suffers from inherent
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Figure 8.2: ADC Ramp Input [Figure (a)] and Histogram Analysis for Output
Response [Figure (b)]
limitations; linearity/spectral performance may be impacted as a result. [55]
proposes a compensation scheme for AWG DAC non-linearities with hardware
modifications involved, limiting application for existing VLC-ATE.
Methods to discriminate between error sources have been considered
in [56, 57]. While [56] method has limited applications due to the application
to specific ADC types, [57] attempts to enable discrimination by effectively
analyzing a differential response. While effective at discriminating errors, it
does not offer a generalized solution for production environments. A 2-ADC
configuration may not always be present in a test topology, limiting its appli-
cations.
Kerzerho [58] presents experimental results for a method to estimate
AWG spectral components using a 2-ADC method. While this technique is
effective in spectral noise prediction of the AWG, use of a 2-ADC configuration
may limit its practical applications, similar to [56, 57].
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8.1 Linearity Testing of ADCs
Histogram method is most commonly used for production linearity test-
ing of ADCs [5, 6, 59] while other efficient methods have been proposed [60].
Histogram analysis method provides a linear ramp signal to the CUT and
records an output vector in the ATE memory which is then processed to cal-
culate the INL and DNL values. Any inherent non-linearities in the ramp
source impact the histogram distribution, resulting in erroneous INL/DNL
measurements.
Histogram analysis uses the bin frequencies for each voltage step to
determine the INL/DNL values. For an n-bit ADC, the maximum output code
corresponds to the rail voltage with 2n steps. Each ‘voltage step’ corresponds
to 1
2n
of the rail voltage and is the smallest measurable unit considering during
test. For a bin i, the number of ADC measurements corresponding to the
particular voltage test bin can be denoted as Hc[i]. A sample ramp signal
applied by the ADC and the corresponding captured histogram and are shown
in Figure 8.2. While a DC signal is applied for a finite duration causing
Hc[0] and Hc[2
n] to be higher than the remaining, remaining bins should have
a measurement count which equals the hits per code (HPC) setting of the
input ramp signal.
Hc[i] = HPC, (8.1)
for 0 < i < 2n This ideal output vector can be represented as –






Figure 8.3: ADC Test Scheme with Ideal and Practical AWG
Practical AWG can be modeled as the topology in Figure 8.3 where a
perfectly linear source Vin,Ideal(t) is injected with a time domain noise signal
Vn(t) producing an effective stimulus signal Vin2(t) which is fed to ADC. Non-
ideal AWG modules available on VLC-ATE can be modeled as Figure 8.3
where noise components impact linearity of the stimulus. The non-linear AWG
output Vin2(t) can be decomposed into the linear ramp and the noise –
Vin2t = Vin1(t) + Vn(t) (8.3)
The noise signal Vn(t) can be modeled to represent non-ideal behavior
which can manifest itself as INL, DNL, offset or gain errors. This results in
an error Pεi in the bin count Hc[i] for the ith bin of the histogram. The bin
frequency error can be represented as a vector given by,
[Pε0, Pε1, Pε2, ..., Pεn−2, Pεn−1, Pεn] (8.4)
This error matrix generated is due to variation in the transition levels
as the ideal ramp and the noise signals contribute to this variation. In absence
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of the noise signal Vn(t), the code transition levels are given by,










for an n-bit AWG. The noise signal imparts a transition error with the
effective transition levels represented as,










Characteristics of the error signal εk are driven by Vn(t) and not ana-
lyzed in depth in this work. Impact of linearity errors in AWG can be analyzed
by considering the waveform in Figure 8.4, where the AWG step size is en-
larged to show details. Ideal AWG step signal is shown along with the noisy
AWG signal Vin2(t). Ideal level transition between steps j and j + 1 is repre-
sented by the distance [Vin1[j + 1] − Vin1[j]] while the AWG response results
in step size of [Vin2[j+ 1]−Vin2[j]]. The area contained between the two plots
is responsible for the noise components added.
Figure 8.4(a) shows AWG response that results in a marginal DNL
error contribution while each deviation from the ideal curve contributes to
INL, therefore resulting in a large INL error. The error matrix calculated
for this AWG behavior accounts for the individual step contribution to INL
by assigning a sign as a function of leading or trailing nature of the AWG
response. If Vstep is the voltage step size, the INL contribution by the step
transition from j to j + 1 is given by,
Aj,j+1 = Vstep × [Vin2(j + 1)− Vj(j)] (8.7)
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Considering the impact of a total of m steps that lead the idea response, if




f(x)× dx× [(j + 1)− (j)] (8.8)
Aj,j+1 = f(x)× [Vin2(j + 1)− Vj(j)] (8.9)
As it can be seen from the nature of the waveform, the impact to INL is
accumulative and such lead-only or lag-only trend results in a high INL while
testing the DUT. Error matrix generated for behavior similar to Figure 8.4(a)
contain all-positive or all-negative elements.
In Figure 8.4(b), the AWG response partially leads and lags the ideal
curve and the overall area of overlap is represented the equation where the








f(x).dx× [(j +m′)− (j)] (8.11)
The area of overlap between the two curves thus defines the overall lin-
earity impact; while the integral over a quantization step represents individual
error matrix contents.
The error vector is calculated during the pre-production calibration pro-
cess where the AWG is characterized to define the corresponding error vector
which is stored in the ATE. This calibration process is similar to the existing





















Figure 8.4: Ideal AWG Step vs. Noisy Ramp
and calibrated with a finite recurrence prior to production testing of DUT.
For an n-bit ADC that is being tested by a m-bit AWG DAC, minimum HPC
count is (m− n)2 for an ideal AWG due to the quantization error. The AWG
resolution requirement is driven by the DNL tolerance as the quantization
voltage step 1/(m− n)2 results in a measurement error.
If Ci is the HPC count for the ideal test environment, the error vector
in equation 8.4 has an upper bound that is defined as –
Pεi ≤ η (8.12)
where, η ≤ (m− n)2, for all i = 0, ...n.
This matrix operation represents the error signal Vn(t), which can also
be calculated on the basis of the spatial differences when the two signals are
plotted.
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The proposed method pre calculates this error matrix and a correction






















The learning and production flow for the AWG Response Shaping
(ARS) is shown in Figure 8.5. Error vector is generated in the AWG calibra-
tion phase where the data is stored in the ATE memory in order to shape DUT
response. The volume production run uses this stored data. The production
test can be made compatible with adaptive test techniques where systematic
linearity fails seen across successive devices can be used as a flag to re-iterate
the pre-production calibration stage.
8.2 Simulation Results
A 16-bit DAC model is used as the AWG and a 12-bit ADC is used as
the DUT to evaluate the proposed scheme, the ramp generator is first charac-
terized using the plan of record (POR) AWG resolution. Linearity measure-
ments obtained for the ADC under test with the POR AWG are recorded as the
benchmark. The DUT linearity performance is reflected by the measurements
in the ‘Ideal AWG’ column in Table 8.1. When a noisy AWG signal with 4-bit











Figure 8.5: AWG Calibration and Production Flow
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HPC measurements are largely unaffected. The DNL error maximum value
reported is inflated due to the additional quantization noise with the reported
error at 3.47. On applying the correction factors with the ARS method, the
calculated DNL is reduced to 1.75, which is approximately 3% of the ideal
measurement. Similarly, a noisy AWG signal with an inherent offset error
is applied to the ADC to compare the ARS performance. AWG offset error
results in an INL failure for the ADC as the marginally higher DNL is accumu-
lated over the entire ramp stimulus range. The excessive INL error is adjusted
by applying ARS as seen in Tables 8.1 and 8.2.
Results for Monte Carlo analysis are show in Figure 8.6 with the fol-
lowing variables included:
1. DUT: 12-bit ADC model where parameters are skewed to cause 20%
variation from median
2. AWG source: 16-bit DAC where dither is added to introduce noise.
AWG linearity is modified for up to +/- 4-LSB DNL error and +/- 16-
LSB INL error.
ADC linearity is measured under two conditions: the first case where
the AWG does not include the injected non-linearities and the second case
with the non-linearity inject while enabling the ARS scheme compensation.
Identical ADC model corner is used for the corresponding measurements. The
ADC linearity performance is seen in the scatter plots with the trend included
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Table 8.1: ADC Linearity Test simulation results – 4-bit AWG Quantization
Error
Parameter




INL 2.14 2.32 2.21
DNL 1.81 3.47 1.75
Gain 2.20 2.37 2.31
Offset −2.875 −2.798 −2.806
HPC 14.91 15.08 14.98
for reference. The Monte Carlo results are thus used to validate the ARS
scheme across ADC model variation.
The results for AWG waveform characterization and the Monte Carlo
simulation with ARS system in Figure 8.6 indicate that the proposed compen-
sation scheme is effective at eliminating the output artifacts resulted due to
AWG source non-linearity. This procedure may be used for ADC testing in






Figure 8.6: Monte Carlo Results with ADC response to ideal AWG plotted
on Y-axis, response to ARS compensated noisy AWG. Figure(i) includes DNL
performance, Figure(ii) includes INL performance and Figure(iii) includes
offset performance
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Table 8.2: ADC Linearity Test simulation results – 4-bit AWG Offset Error
Parameter




INL 2.14 19.63 2.23
DNL 1.81 4.38 1.92
Gain 2.20 2.09 2.27
Offset −2.875 −7.10 −2.837
HPC 14.91 14.87 15.02
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Closing Remarks
Modern commercial semicondutor testing requires balance between cost
and quality, which can be in conflict with each other. Modern processors run-
ning at multi-GHz processors may require high speed functional tests that push
the speed requirements for ATE resources. Modern communication standards
pose specific temporal and spectral criteria that need to be met by mixed
signal modules, which drives ATE resource complexity and cost. Silicon fabri-
cation cost per device has been reducing progressively with the modern deep
sub-micron while the test equipment cost has increased linearly.
The low resource semiconductor test solutions were developed bottom-
up where the constraints of lower cost testing are addressed while utilizing the
benefits of lower cost fabrication and digital signal processing capabilities. A
variety of complimenting methods and modules is used to achieve optimiza-
tion between cost and quality. Resources such as silicon overheads for BIST
modules or data post processing algorithms are utilized to compensate for the
high cost test hardware.
Importance of developing process-compensated BIST schemes needs to
be reiterated at this point – a BIST scheme needs to operate across the produc-
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tion process and temperature window to be effective in volume semicondutor
testing. Feedback based self-calibrating systems were designed with this crit-
ical requirement in mind and Monte Carlo simulations were extensively used
in order validate this behavior.
Methods for low-cost high-quality testing proposed in this dissertation
have been extenstively simulated using Monte Carlo simulations and regression
analysis. Experimental silicon data collected using HP-93000 ATE system and
NI ELVIS bench has been presented to support the algorithms proposed. I
believe that this dissertation provides novel and effective methods that can be
implemented to enable low resource testing while maintaining high test quality
for commercial semiconductor devices.
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